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&turn. 
II. U. A., '11 • 
• 
CROSS the wintry hills 
Full many a New Year dawned and died, 
'Ere · he came home again,-
The one-time school boy, eager-eyed,-
Came back a robed priest, 
By these same hills, our welcome guide. 
To bridge the brimming years 
Backward, were mile on weary mile; 
There is the surety 
In his high hopes and kindly smile, 
That in his deepest heart, 
He loved old Xavier all the while. 
No. 3. 
•ttttartam anb Jtatt. 
8. A. BALDUS, '81 • 
• 
0 an editor's desk there come in the course of a year 
hundreds of letters, circulars and pamphlets, each 
in furtherance of some scheme-ranging from the 
fantastic vaporings of some utopian visionary who 
in his waking and sleeping hours dreams of the 
millenium, to the frantic frothing of the fanatic whose avowed 
and sole aim in life it is to destroy the demon rum. It is, of 
course, intended, through these various streams of literature, to 
influence the editors' thoughts, to shape their viewpoint, and 
color their utterances. I do not know in what esteem this highly 
specialized literature is held by the average editor; but speaking 
for myself, that kind of literature has always had a fascination 
for me. If it does nothing else, it at le~st illustrates a state of 
mind. 
Shortly after the great European war had begun, a veritable 
avalanche of pamphlets, and even fair-sized paper-bound books, 
began to pour in. Each of the belligerent nations had, it seemed, 
its organized apologists whose literature followed the official 
publications-such as The Green Book, The White Book, The 
Orange Book, The Yellow Book, etc.-of the nations themselves. 
In the beginning, having foolishly resolved to get at the bottom 
of the European troubles, I religiously read the official, semi-
official, and unofficial publications until my brain got into a whirl 
of inextricable confusion; and now I am filing them without 
reading, promising myself, however, that sometime, after the 
war is over, I will read them all-not "to get the straight of it,'' 
but to see to what lying lengths the various nations, and their 
propagandists, went in their endeavor to paint themselves white 
in the eyes of the United States. 
Then there came a lull and the wind began to blow from an-
other direction. War literature had spent its force and the 
propagandists and Utopians began to attack Militarism, for 
someone had said that the European war was caused by Mili-
tarism, ergo Militarism must be destroyed. Today, after thirty-
one months of the titanic struggle between the European nations 
to annihilate each other, no one seriously believes that Mili-
tarism was the true cause of the great war, or that its destruction 
will usher in the era of permanent peace. The insincerity of 
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those who roll under their tongues the cry that Militarism must. 
be destroyed before peace can be restored in Europe, is obvious. 
For Militarism means one thing, Preparedness another; and it is 
a historic fact, which cannot be concealed, that all nations with-
out exception are militaristic in that sense, that each nation now 
at war was prepared at the time the fight began, and had been 
preparing for more than a quarter of a century, each according 
to a well planned program, and to the full extent of its national 
ingenuity, wealth and resources. 
The Chicago Tribune of' February 11, 1917, published an in-
terview which Cyril Brown, the correspondent of the Press Pub-
lishing Company, obtained from General-Lieutenant Freiherr 
von Freytag-Loringhoven and whom the correspondent charac-
terizes as "probably the best living authority" on matters mili-
tary in Germany (and Europe), and I quote the following para-
graph from the interview on account of its direct bearing on the 
subject of Militarism and Preparedness: 
"In the last three decades before the war, Germany spent 
for her army and navy, in round figures, $5,000,000,000; Austria, 
$2,000,000,000; France, $5,400,000,000; Russia, $6,000,000,000; 
England, $6,200,000,000. The significance of this becomes 
clearer when you study the figures of the Russian authority, 
Suchanow, who calculated that before the war the per capita 
cost of army and navy was, in France, $6.37; England, $6.05; 
Germany, $4.12; Russia, $2.00." 
No wonder that, in the face of these tell-tale facts, the 
pamphleteers condemning Militarism .and Preparedness made 
little headway among us in this country, particularly since a 
comparison of the available statistics shows that the United 
States is by no means free from Militarism, nor guiltless of Pre-
paredness. The figures were compiled for the Washington Bu-
, reau of Collier's Weekly, under the direction of its editor, Mark 
Sullivan: 
"The army expenditures of leading nations of Europe for 
military purposes for the twelve years prior to the outbreak of 
the European war (viz: from 1901-1912) are as follows: Ger-
many, $1,756,443,041; France, $1,784,631,608; Great Britain, 
$2,487,126,896; and the United States, $1,616,898,165." 
"The naval expenditures of the four naval powers for the 
fiscal years 1900-1 to 1914-15 are compiled by the office of Naval 
Intelligence, of the United States Naval Department, and are as 
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follows: Germany, $1,136,727,923; France, $1,077,918,864; Eng-
land, $2,740,358,467; and the United States, $1,655,826,647." 
But, nothing daunted, and with that mental agility so 
markedly peculiar to our home product of "thinkers," and with 
the utter disregard of facts for which altruists, apologists, propa-
gandists and utopians the world over are conspicuous,-a new 
shibboleth was devised and we began to hear much of Pacificism. 
Now, Pacificism and Vnpreparedness are interchangeable terms 
and, while they cannot be reconciled with our own liberal mili-
taristic budgets of the past, and our extravagant military pro-
gram for the future, nevertheless out of the muddle of ideas 
there has sprung up a score of different peace panaceas espoused 
by different interests; and most conspicuous in the number is the 
advocacy of a World League to Enforce Peace. 
A League to Enforce Peace! The saddest spectacle in the 
world is an Irishman devoid of a sense of humor, and I take it 
that there are no Irishmen advocating a league of nations whose 
object it would be, after the war is over, to enforce peace; for, 
if there were, their keen sense of humor and their characteristic 
wit would naturally have prompted them to ask the question, 
"How is it possible to enforce peace without a clash of arms, 
without a complete military and naval equipment?" As a mat-
ter of fact, there was a league of nations to enforce peace, in 
existence, and it was this very league that not only provoked the 
war, but made it possible and even inevitable. Behold the re-
sult! And can you not imagine what bloody pages of history 
would be written in the future if, let us say, a combination of 
European nations, for example, were to attempt to force peace 
upon the United States in a quarrel with Japan or Mexico? 
The scheme to enforce peace lacks· even the charm of origi-
nality. There is such a league already in existence in the Orient. 
Japan, a nation of 73,000,000, is today enforcing peace in China, 
a nation of 433,000,000. European nations, too, have forced 
peace on some of the Asiatic countries, as, for instance, India; 
and even Europe holds a conspicuous example of a country-
Ireland-upon which peace has been forced for many centuries. 
An attempt on the part of any combination of nations to 
enforce peace would inevitably end in the bullying and crushing 
of the smaller by the larger and more powerful nations. The 
scheme is chimerical, absurd, and wicked. Nevertheless, there 
are those among us-sincere and benevolent men, no doubt-who 
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believe tha~ permanent peace in the world is possible. There 
have always been such men, just as there have always been pri-
vate and semi-public associations whose romantic aim it has been 
to abolish war and all its horrors. 
DeQuincey, in one of his clever essays, declared that he in-
tended to bequeath half a crown under the ~rusteeship of Europe 
and Asia and America, to the chief association for extinguishing 
war, and he predicted that the half crown at compound interest 
would roll into a fund "that will overshadow the earth before it 
comes to be wanted under the provisions of my will." And this 
unique way of expressing his utter certainty of the futility of 
organized endeavor to bring about an era of peace he further 
illustrated by a Ceylonese legend according to which an angel 
once every hundred years touches with the lower extremity of 
his robe-"woven as it might seem from zephyrs or from pulses 
of the air, such is its transparency, such is its gossamer light-
ness"-an immense granite pillar, and when tha~ granite pillar, 
as the result of the touch of the angel's robe once every hundred 
years, shall be worn away, then shall we have universal and per-
manent peace, and not before. 
Arqun Attimn. 
W. D., '05 . 
• 
HEN the sky is blue, and the gentle air 
Scarce stirs the slender lilies fair, 
Have a care! 
Behind the peaceful sun-kissed hill 
Lurks the storm cloud dark and chill, 
And deep within its lowering folds, 
In sullen rage the thunder rolls ; 
So beware! 
When gloomy clouds their black bulk rear, 
And all the land seems dark and drear, 
Do not fear! 
In all her glory, gladsome June 
Will cast her sunshine round you soon, 
And e'en when o'er your struggling soul 
Surging billows poise to roll, 
Christ is near ! 
, 
Clagr nf Battle. 
JOHN BUNKER, 'Oii • 
• 
HE convict paused in his task of carrying rocks to 
the road-side and listened to the far-away discords. 
Down the road they drifted confusedly: the grating 
noise of a shovel-plough, the jangle of chains, the 
crunch of numerous feet on the gravel, and-most 
irritating of all-the harsh, deep voice of the negro overseer. 
There was no change; the sounds were the same he had heard 
yesterday, and the day before, and on many a preceding day, and 
each separate occasion but added its superfluous more to his al-
ready full sense of bitterness. 
Though he was not himself of the negro's particular crew, 
he had seen exhibitions of his brutality that had burnt into his 
soul, till now as he stood there listening in the broad glare of a 
tropical sun, his body tense, his young face set and determined, 
one feeling alone swallowed up the memory of the long series of 
wrongs of his penal servitude-blind, uncompromising hatred. 
Then came the sharp crack of a whip and a volley of oaths, 
and with that the rock-bearer flung aside his burden and started 
up the road. 
"The cowardly blaggard I I'll stand it no longer. 'Tis I 
will change the tune of him, or me name's not Luke Powers." 
As he swung forward his companions stopped in their work 
-silent and attentive. Suddenly, however, one of them, a stocky, 
broad-shouldered man, darted out and seized the belligerent by 
the arm. 
"Ah lad, lad, what do ye mane at all?" he asked solicitously. 
"Go back now. Don't be foolish. It's only layin' up trouble for 
yoursel' ye are." 
The youth paused, for of all men in this place of bondage 
"Sledger" Cavery at least he knew for a friend; but he answered 
angrily: 
"The dirty villain! Let me. go on. It's just the one stroke 
at him I want." 
"Ah, me bhoy, it's aisy to be seen you haven't been here 
long," responded Cavery. "Why, only two months ago he 
stretched a man out cold with a blow. He's got a fist as big as 
a bucket." 
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"To blazes with him and his fist! I'll show him the lay of 
the land quick enough," replied the youth impetuously. But at 
that moment a voice broke in sternly : 
"Here, what's all this?" 
Powers turned to find himself face to face with the Com-
mandant and one of his aides. Cavery giving a single glance 
slunk quietly away, but his angry compatriot was not thus easily 
to be diverted. 
"It's the naygur, your honor," he explained. "Sure, and he's 
done nothing this day but screech his filthy lingo at better men 
than himself, and it's wishing I am to close the black mouth of 
him with a, blow of me fist." 
"Perhaps you'd get more than you bargain for," replied the 
Colonel gruffly. "Meanwhile, about the best thing you can do is 
to ge~ back to work." 
A shade of irritation flitted across Powers' features; he hesi-
tated for a moment, and then trudged back to the rock-pile. 
"A likely-looking chap enough," mused the Colonel, gazing 
after him with the eye of an old sportsman. "He and Jim are 
about of a height, too, I take it. It would make a tight match, 
eh, Norris?" 
"I rather think it would," assented the younger officer. "In 
fact I believe he would whip the black man-with a little train-
ing, that is." 
"He looks pretty fit to me as he stands," said the Colonel as 
they moved away. "Jove, I'm in half a mind to see it through. 
We could certainly stand some amusement on this God-forsaken 
island." 
Now Lieutenant Norris, besides having a long-nourished 
aversion to the negro, had felt himself strongly attracted by the 
spirit and bearing of the young Irishman, and the result was that 
what the Colonel said half in jest the Lieutenant took up in full 
earnest. 
Early the next morning he sought out Powers. 
"Well, my man," he said, "I've come to see if you're willing 
to back up your words of yesterday. We've arranged matters 
with Jim, if you'll go up against him." 
"Glory be, and isn't it the one thing I'm wishful for," replied 
Luke. "It's th;:tt anxious I am I'd fight him this minute with me 
irons on." 
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"Not so fast," rejoined Norris. "This is to be no rough-and-
tumble affair. You'll have to do some training." 
"Training!" exclaimed Luke, "training I and is it the racing 
pony ye think I am at all? What need have I for such tom-
fooleries?" 
"You must train, nevertheless," the Lieutenant said firmly. 
"The negro is a hard nut to crack, and I want you to get into 
tip-top condition." 
And thereupon taking the astonished Powers by the arm and 
explaining as he went, he set off with him towards the barracks 
where the men were lodged-the single inhabited spot on the 
island. 
"The fight is set for only three weeks from today," ran on 
Norris eagerly, "and we can't begin too soon. I've had you 
transferred to my quarters so you can get into shape. The chief 
thing is to build up your wind, and for that there's nothing like 
running. Of course I don't want you trying to escape the first 
time you set foot beyond the settlement, especially as I've pledged 
my word for your safe-keeping. Not that you're apt to have an 
opportunity," he added grimly, "but I wish you to know that you 
are being trusted somewhat more than usual." 
"Rest easy, rest easy, sir," replied Luke. "There's just one 
thing I desire at present, and that's to find myself and the black 
boy in the ring together. Never fear, till the fight is over I'd 
not step off the island for a pot of gold." 
And thus it was that within a week's time Luke Powers 
from being one among the many nondescripts of a penal colony 
rose to be a personage of mark, both as the negro's destined 
opponent and as a protege of the Lieutenant. 
Thenceforth he was in the full tide of preparation for the 
combat. Daily he stretched his legs in long runs afield, and so 
many were the jaunts he took over the island that soon he knew 
nearly its every hidden corner. 
But there was one spot that laid its peculiar charm upon 
him, and he never forgot the day when chancing on an old 
abandoned road that skirted a spur of the hills and ran slenderly 
down to the shore he came suddenly upon it. There it lay glis-
tening below-a small natural haven, fringed rankly with tropical 
growth and completely shut in to landward by high walls of en-
circling hills . 
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Hither day after ,day Luke would direct his steps and by the 
hour would sit on a large flat rock that jutted into the roadway, 
gazing ou~ to sea and musing on his strange lot. 
What a piece of irony it was-a prisoner of state I lie, a raw 
innocent youth, whose entire life almost had been passed within 
the bounds of his own potato field and whose whole thought was 
his aged father and ~he dark-eyed Agnes, so soon to have become 
his bride. 
"Sure, and it's the fool they must think me entirely to go 
trapsing about the countryside, stickin' me nose in other folks' 
concerns, and me with more than enough to keep head and hands 
busy from cock-crow till I take off me at night, let be me heart, 
which is as full of delight as a king's." 
But the law he found has queer tricks, and lawyers' tongues 
are a proverb for sinister twisting of words, and finally after 
many delays Luke walked into the court-room for the last time 
and heard pronounced the dread sentence : 
"Transportation for life beyond seas." 
All his rosy prospects had vanished at a word; in a ~rice all 
his gracious plans had been tumbled about his ears. And so this 
was the end of his dream, this was the grave of his hopes-here 
in this accursed spot set in the farthest ocean. 
Ah, if only he might escape ! And then he would stand erect 
and look far into the dim distance. But he could discover noth-
ing-merely the wavering sea and shifting shadows and dancing 
sunlight; and after standing awhile thus he would turn sadly 
away and take the road slowly back to the settlement. 
The truth was that at such times all remembrance of the 
origin of his present degree of liberty fled his mind; but one day 
as he was standing near a window of the mess-room the words 
of a conversation just outside caught his ear and brought him 
sharply to a definite sense of his situation. 
". . . . Well, I'm bettin' on the nigger myself," one of the 
speakers was saying. "I never did fancy that bloke of a Powers. 
Too much rope, I say. It's not right for a convict. An' the airs 
he do give himself since Lieutenant Norris tuk 'im up. But he'll 
change his tune when Jim gits through with 'im. I doubt he'll 
put much of a fight anyway." 
Luke recognized the voice as that of a soldier named Martin, 
who usually stood guard in the mess-room. 
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"Yes," came the reply, "Norris has certainly been a friend of 
the Irishman. I can't n;iake it out myself, but then he's that way 
to everyone mostly. He once saved me a week in the guard-
house. He's the only white man in the officers' mess. Well, 
here's the Irishman's chance now to square things up." 
"How's that?" inquired Martin. 
"Well, it's this way: Norris is pretty well strapped for cash;. 
he's away in the hole on cards; and then he's thinkin' o' gettin' 
hooked up; worse luck. I heard that one day when the Colonel 
was haulin' 'im over the coals for his gambling. And now he's 
bankin' on cleaning up on the fight. He's planked down every 
bloody pound he could scrape together on Powers, and he's given 
odds, besides. Now, if ..... " 
The voice melted away in the distance as the two walked on, 
leaving Luke in a haze of many emotions. He blinked rapidly 
for a moment. 
"Wisha," he said, "it's strange news I do be hearin'. But I 
didn't know the lad was that far gone-and him to be marrit, too. 
Faith, and it's the truth they do be sayin', if I don't begin to lay 
up me strength for the tussle with the naygur. But I do believe 
it's pleased they'd be to see the ugly heathen trip me up, the 
false-~earted thieves. Well, by the hill of Tara and me good 
right arm .... " and Luke then and there made a tremendous 
resolve to spend no more time in futile meditation. 
The day of the fight drew on apace, and finally its morning 
dawned clear and bracing. But Luke awoke perturbed; for he 
had had a dream-a dream that had more unsettled his equanimi-
ty than would a horrible nightmare filled with banshees and evil 
fairies. It was a dream of home. 
Of late he had rather given over this idea as a disquieting 
element, but now it returned with all its former influence, as it 
seemed to him, twice renewed, and a great wave of sorrow and 
bitterness and longing swept over his soul. 
He resolutely endeavored to put the thought away, but it 
came again and again throughout the morning. Wild ideas of 
escape danced through his mind; irrational images of deliverance 
floated before his eye. They hung about him like things of life, 
mysterious and almost tangible. 
"After all," he reflected at last, "it will be no great harm to 
take a bit of a stroll to the coast this afternoon, though it's the 
fool's errand I'm on, whatever." 
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As the fight was not to begin till nine o'clock that evening 
there was ample time for the jaunt. It would be his final exer-
cise of liberty. 
Noon seemed to his impatient spirit to be unsually laggard, 
and the midday meal, he thought-which was rare for hini-
would never come to an end. But at last it was over, and he 
quickly arose and walked down the common dining-hall. 
As he was passing the end of one of the Jong deal-tables he 
felt a twitch at his sleeve. He turned and glanced down. 
"Stringth to your arrum, and it's hopin' I am you'll give it 
to the naygur this day," hoarsely whispered "Sledger" Cavery. 
"Sure, and ye need have no fear of that same,' replied Luke 
staunchly. 
"Here, none o' that game now," said a guard bustling up. 
"No talkin' here," and he glared at Powers. 
Luke knew his man instantly. It was Martin. 
"Divil a bit, and it was only passin' the time o' day we 
we're,'' spoke up Cavery. 
"No matter, no matter, rules is rules," responded the guard, 
"and I'll see 'em kept if I 'ave to crack every Irish head on the 
island. Little talkin' ye'll care to do by night, I'm thinkin'," 
he remarked pointedly to Powers. 
Luke flushed. His fingers tingled to throttle' the man as he 
stood, but merely flashing him a fiery glance on his heel and 
passed on out into the open. 
Though the day was bright and pleasant its genial influence 
was all lost on the moody soul of Powers, and he strode along 
rapidly till he came to the road. Then he fell into a trot, which 
soon developed into a long swinging lope that quickly carried 
him beyond the verge of the settlement. 
For mile after mile the dogged thud of his feet on the dusty 
road kept up with almost mechanic steadiness till gradually he 
neared the end of his course. A turn around the foot of the rock 
and he would have sight of the haven. He slackened speed and 
walking slowly on rounded the jutting spur of the hill. 
"Heavens above, preserve us," he exclaimed with a sharp 
intake of breath and dilated eyes; for there in the harbor was a 
most unexpected sight-a ship riding calmly at anchor in the 
brooding silence of a summer afternoon. 
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For an instant Luke stood as one transfixed, his eyes drink-
ing in every detail of ~he scene. Then he quickly withdrew be-
hind the rock and sat down, his heart throbbing tumultuously. 
"Whirra, whirra, and of all days," he moaned. He sat 
stunned and confused for many moments, but at length getting 
~o his feet he peered cautiously around the edge of his covert. 
"By the cut of her I judge she's not here for any good," he 
murmured; and indeed the vessel was a disreputable looking 
object-sea-battered, weather-stained and dirty, with two stub-
by smoke-stacks set at the most rakish of angles-a typical 
tramp-steamer. 
"And neither hide nor hair of a crew to be seen," said Luke 
softly. "She'll bear looking after, I do be thinkin'." 
Not a sound was audible except the lapping of the water 
against the boatside and along the shingly beach. 
And here at last was deliverance, ruminated Luke. And was 
it deliverance, or only a snare and a mock? He studied long and 
gazed with keen intensity at the ship as if he would thus discover 
her mission. There she lay, plain to his view, but wi~h no sign 
of life to give a hint of her purpose. Something was afoot-that 
was evident. What, Luke could only vainly guess. 
How long he thus sat he could not tell, but the afternoon 
was far advanced when of a sudden he became conscious of a 
low, subdued sound from the rear. He turned and listened. A 
certain regular, almost rhythmic beat floated faintly to his ear. 
Luke pursed his lips in a wondering whistle. It was the noise 
of running men. 
"They're after looking me up," was his first thought, "but, 
bedad, I'll give 'em a hunt for their pains;" and he scrambled up 
the rugged, bouldered hillside and crept beneath a clump of 
brush. 
The muffied sound of running feet continued, nearer and 
nearer, till abruptly there popped into view in the turn of the 
road one, two, three men-then another, and another, and an-
other. A short, chunky, rotund man was in the lead, his legs 
flashing rapidly in the level sunlight and casting a trail of dust 
behind. Luke's heart gave a great thump: it was "Sledger" 
Cavery I 
The rapid gait of Cavery began to decrease. Finally he 
stopped, and as he did so drew his sleeve across his dripping 
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brow. As the others brought up with him they · ~oo came to a 
stand. 
"Where are the rest of the omadhauns ?" panted Ca very. 
glancing over the little band. "Have they got lead in ~heir 
boots?" 
"I dunno; we'd better not wait," replied his nearest com-
panion, a slight, red-haired, anemic-looking man. 
"We'll wait if it takes an hour," said Cavery sharply. "I'll 
have no mon say of Tom Cavery ~hat he desarted a comrade in 
disthress." 
"She's here all right," cried one of the men from the edge of 
the jutting rock. "Ahead a' time, too. I knew the Captain would 
stick to his word." 
"Is that so, Gregory?" inquired several of the others, push-
ing onward. 
"We'd better get on in that case, I think," urged ·he of the 
red hair. "You know they'll soon miss us from the stone-
quarry." 
"Miss be hanged!" exploded Cavery. "I tell ye, man, we'll 
not sturr from the spot at all, at all, till Billy McLean gets here. 
What's ailin' ye? Shure, and didn't we truss up our two fine 
guards as nately as a pair of cocks on the turn? They won't get 
loose in a hurry. Faix, from the tap I give the wan it's ~hinkin' 
I am he'll drame a little longer than needful. As .for the sojers, 
they're all for the fight this avenin', and divil a thought they'll 
have to spare on us. I heard the corporal say last night there 
wasn't a man in the rigimint but had his money up. So here 
we'll stay." 
"I wonder how the fight will turn out," struck in one of the 
men as he returned from the rock. 
"It's good for five rounds, at least," replied Gregory. "It's 
a pity we didn't get Powers in with us." 
"I tried to pass him the wurrud this mornin', poor lad," 
sighed Cavery, "but that bandy-legged cock o' the walk, Martin, 
came rushin' up as if his jacket was afire. Troth, 'tis I wud 
make his skin smoke if I had the handlin' of him." 
"Well, it'll be a ripper, anyhow," said Gregory, "but the 
Irishman has a tough job on his hands." 
"Tough job, or no tough job," responded Cavery warmly, 
"I tell ye there's no dirthy-skinned naygur iver walked cud lay 
the weight of a finger on Luke Powers. I know him, and his 
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father befure him, and no bitthir min iver sthripped off a coat. 
He'll flay the black pelt of him in three shakes of a buck's tail." 
Luke's heart swelled within him at this tribute; he longed to 
grasp the speaker's hand and to flee with him far from this place 
of bondage. But on the instant he remembered the negr~ruel, 
insolent, savage-and at the thought he felt all his old hatred 
revive. He recalled, too, the bitter taunts of Martin. His jibes 
were evil enough before, when he expected Luke at least to pre-
sent himself in the ring. What if he failed to appear at all; if he 
fled without striking a blow? He squirmed even under the po-
tential stigma of cowardice. The idea of flight was intolerable. 
The dusk had by this time grown quite dense and the con-
versation had died off, when a man, swarthy and black .. browed, 
came into view. 
"Git a move on, me bye," spoke up Cavery. "We want to be 
off befure the watch changes. What kept ye, Mac?" 
"The blasted marsh," answered the late comer. "I got stuck 
in it twice, or I'd a' bin here a quarter of an hour back." 
"Well, no use to bandy wurruds now. Come on," ordered 
Cavery, and he led off down the path to the beach. 
Luke raised himself on his elbow and watched them intently. 
As they drew near the shore a boat pulled towards them from 
the shadow of the ship. Darkness had fallen, but a full moon 
had been rising slowly and now made the scene clearly visible to 
the watcher on the hillside. 
He hurried down from his position and took his stand on the 
broad flat rock in deep obscurity. His mind was seething with 
many thoughts: of his home, of his father, and of the dark-haired 
Agnes. Pictures of these and of numerous other persons and 
scenes of his early life crowded before his eye. 
And then the image of Norris rose within his mind .: the only 
man who had trusted and befriended him; the man to whom he 
had given his word. He, too, had his troubles, his trials, and, yes, 
an Agnes, also, who was waiting, doubtless even as Luke's, for 
him. 
"Ah, 'tis the hard thing, and it's wondering I am what 
Agnes would say," he muttered huskily. 
He heard the grating of the boat on the sand, then a few low 
words interchanged. Rapidly the men piled in and with much 
shoving endeavored to put off. But the craft was grounded, and 
finally Cavery and two of the men disembarked. 
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The boa~ floated free, there came the steady dip of the oars, 
splashing flakes of silver in the moonlight, and they moved off, 
trailing a long rippling wake behind. 
Luke stood motionless on the rock and a tear trickled slowly 
down his cheek; but he shook himself decisively and a glint came 
into his blue eyes. · 
"I'm gettin' as weak as a woman," he said brusquely; "the 
nigger will pay for this." 
He could plainly make out the men on the beach. Cavery 
was walking restlessly about, and the other two stood together. 
Meanwhile the boat had reached the steamer and was now re-
turning speedily. 
Soon it drew up again to shore and Cavery clambered in. 
His face was turned towards :Powers when he took his place and 
it appeared peculiarly distinct in the moonlight. 
Luke shifted uneasily and clenched his hands with nervous 
tension. Cavery as he sat with bowed head and drooping shoul-
ders in the middle of the boat looked older to him now and more 
careworn than he had ever seemed before. Then, just as his part-
ners were preparing to embark, the "Sledger" straightened up 
defiantly and broke into an old song that Luke had often heard 
him sing at work. 
With that the watcher leaped from the rock and began to 
run. He seemed much agitated and was speak'ing to himself, 
brokenly: 
"It's .... the .... hard .... thing; ... . ah, .... but .... 
it's . .. . cruel .... hard .... '' 
There were some other words-passionate, fi~ful, discon-
nected-but they could not be distinguished, for Luke with all 
the energy of his wild young spirit was running as he never ran 
before-back down the road to the settlemen~. 
Nanajn &lumber &nng. 
HARRISON CONRARD, '91. 
E 
AM the cottonwood in the dusk 
And you are the baby moon; 
You cling to me as I swing you low 
To the time of the dusk wind's croon. 
I press you close to my mother heart 
And weave you in my hair, 
And I swing you high, my baby moon, 
To and fro to the dusk wind's croon-
Cling 'close, my baby, close I too soon 
The coyote cries to the desert dune 
Where prowls the hungry bear. 
I am the cottonwood in the dark 
And you are the baby moon; 
I swing you high above my head 
To the time of the night wind's tune; 
0 let me press you to my heart 
And weave you in my hair I 
But you laugh and hide, my baby moon, 
\ 
As you sway and dance to the night wind's tune, 
And you run away from my arms too soon 
To follow the stars to the shadowy dune 
Where hides the hungry bear. 
JOHN P. MURPHY, '98. 
II 
HE magazine has long been an established institu-
tion but in the last two decades radical and impor-
tant changes, which have cheapened the cost and 
improved the physical appearance, have caused the 
number of publications to swell to unheard of pro-
portions. These flood the library and reading tables of the public 
with a copiousness that has caused an appreciable diminution in 
the reading of books or solid matter, and at the same time has 
interfered very seriously with systematic reading. The enemies 
of the Catholic Church and the pernicious intelligence which in-
spires the unceasing efforts to destroy God's established order 
have been quick to grasp this powerful and facile means of dis-
seminating their principles and thereby convert to an evil use 
the tremendous power for good or evil that lies in the printed 
word. To make this propaganda much more powerful and ef-
fective their followers or adherents have been schooled to READ 
their publications very assiduously, nay I even to study and mem-
orize the contents. 
A Socialist, for instance, a man who in most cases reveals no 
traces of education or of reading other than this, ·will display a 
readiness in argument which is astonishing. This readiness is a 
sound object lesson to the man who believes his faith to be the 
true one and that the Church is to persevere unto the end of 
time, but who looks to Father Blank to answer the troublesome 
questions which are beginning to bombard him from all sides. 
Especially does it bring the blush of shame to the cheek of the 
educated Catholic who deems his own press unworthy, and feels 
that he must seek adequately stimulating reading matter in the 
columns of the secular press. 
Leo XIII foreshadowed the nature of the conflict which the 
Church is to wage with her enemies in the twentieth century, 
and his pronouncement anent the necessity of a properly sup-
ported press is found to be of the profoundest nature in the light 
of developments. To be sure the Church has the promise of her 
Bridegroom that she will endure; but the Catholic must not 
rely solely upon that promise. That revelation was made to 
strengthen and solace him in hours of weariness, stress, and 
II 
I 
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struggle. Moreover it presupposes the struggle, and a state of 
defencelessness, of unpreparedness', and a~ embarrassed silence 
in the face of inquisition and cross-examination can hardly be 
dignified with such a description. To rest supinely upon that 
promise, to deem himself unburdened of any obligation of effort 
in consequence is to be guilty of ingratitude to God and to be 
even traitorous to the holy cause. Moreover, the spectacle is 
presented of the sons and daughters of the real mother of all 
education and enlightenment failing to turn promptly to good 
use the same powerful means which lie as readily at hand to 
them as to the enemies of the Church. 
The indifference of the average Catholic to the Catholic 
magazine, not to mention his contemptuous manner of referring 
to it, need not be dwelt upon here; it is so universally extensive 
that everybody is familiar with it. Hardly one of us can be ab-
solved from the charge. Recall the long evening, or the idle 
hour; the cozy library, or the inviting hammock and analyze the 
manner in which the usual reading is done and the choice exer-
cised. Side by side with the modest, even severe Catholic pub-
lications whose contents sometimes are unrelieved even by wood-
cuts, lay the great, profane "books',, with their magnificent 
covers, the highest achievement of expensive and artistic en-
deavor, their contents a lavish apportionment of that alluring 
pabulum insistently demanded by a thoroughly venal, not to say 
vitiated taste, to which their producers are willing not only to 
respond but to feed up to the point of bloated senility. Within, 
page after page of "punch," "appeal," "thrill," "heart inter-
est," "red blood," "suspense," permeated, nay, reeking with an 
exaggerated and all too abundant feminine appeal which ,is 
rapidly degenerating from the charming to the sinister; the 
whole made more alluring by the best of the illustrator's output. 
And would that it were an incontrovertible fact that on no Cath-
olic's table can be found those publications, some of which bear 
very old and respectable names in the magazine world, which 
make a frankly pornographic appeal and deal with those things 
which are not so much as to be mentioned among His children, 
under cover of pointing a moral; nor of any of those now so in 
vogue; which are guiltless of the hypocrisy of the first-mentioned 
class, and with an open decadence endeavor to be charmingly 
and amusingly clever after the gallic manner. 
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Subconsciously there was a realization that some pertinent 
Catholic reading must be done. Perhaps, something of timely 
interest had been laid aside for future perusal because a mere 
glance had revealed its valuable nature. But rest and recreation 
were honestly ours as the reward of hard and diligent labor, and 
a not unnatural mental torpidity, or sloth, in consequence, caused 
a weak surrender to the pages which were cunningly calculated 
to carry us along and to hold our attention without any effort on 
our part whatever. At the end of the allotted time came a misera-
ble realization that valuable time had been wasted. Out of patience 
with ourselves we seek an excuse. The poor, cheap, ugly Catho- · 
lie magazine, in glaring contrast with its more beautiful neigh-
bors, affords one. So mutely convincing is it that we grow 
actually indignant as we realize, in our effort at self-justification, 
that real money has been expended in payment therefor. "Waste 
time reading a thing like that! If the fellows who get these 
things up had half the enterprise or brains that these other chaps 
have, we wouldn't have all this pother about not supporting the 
Catholic press !" 
This is entirely unworthy of the intelligent, educated Catho-
lic. It argues a lack of the realization of the noblesse oblige 
which res~s upon him as such. It shows that he has allowed the 
poison of sloth to vitiate his mental processes. It ,proves that he 
fails to realize that the support of the Catholic press is an im-
perative and pressing duty. The obligation of hearing Mass, for 
instance, is so well known and understood that he is never guilty 
of caustic criticism if the church in which he complies with this 
holy duty is not a ge~ of architectural magnificence. True, he 
may have a private opinion of the poor poverty-stricken edifice 
as compared to some others he has seen but he never dreams of 
omitting this duty because of this contrast. And to the word of 
God he listens obediently although its deliverance may be en-
tirely commonplace and devoid of those oratorical graces which 
he so dearly loves. 
It shows that he has failed to analyze the counsel of the 
great Leo to laymen about the support of the Catholic press, and 
that, despite his assumed superiority in things intellectual, he 
has not sensed the tremendousness and the peculiar nature of the 
conflict which the Church will have to wage against her enemies 
of the future, in which she will depend very much upon him and 
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have been very apparent to him. As a result, he might have 
realized some of the possibilities of his Catholic magazine and in 
this light it would have been of absolutely no consequence what-
ever that it was not possessed of the seduc~ive qualities of its 
more prosperous brothers of the profane order. 
As a man possessed of at least the elements of a liberal edu-
cation, he must have realized, had he exercised his reasoning 
faculties at all, ~hat there is nothing intellectual or anything to 
be proud of in dawdling over an idle tale, and that many 
people who pride themselves upon their literary tastes have in 
fact nothing but a very bad habit of wasting valuable time in 
sheer idleness which they dignify by the name of reading. He 
might realize that the study of his holy religion would require 
hard, intelligent, methodical and persevering effort if it is to be 
judged by its fruits. If he is to be one of the great lay army, 
leisure must be consecrated to work self-assumed in addition to 
the ordinary duties of his life, and pleasures more or less 
eliminated. 
This distinction is absolutely necessary before the proper 
question of the development of the Catholic press can be gone 
into intelligently. Now, why has the Catholic magazine or press 
not kept step with the material development of the Church along 
other lines? Because it has never been insisted upon. A con-
temptuous appraisal of a thing as not being even worthy of con-
sideration is not even a start in the direction of its improvement. 
True, to insist upon it or to encourage it has sometimes been 
suggested to individuals given to thinking. But all that usually 
came of it was a glance in the direction of an individual generally 
named George, with a look of vicarious expectancy. Handing a 
poor solicitor his fee and throwing his wares into the waste-
basket, or allowing the copy to lie neglected upon ~he table, is 
not an evidence of intellectual superiority which pants for some-
thing worth while. It is rather a proof of the presence of false, 
if mild pride, when humbleness and zeal might have made the 
problem plain. It is also a very silly proceeding; as silly as 
spending two dollars for seeds which might bear a beautiful and 
fragrant flower, tossing them into a dark, damp cellar and never 
even wondering whether or not, by some unlikely chance, they 
had sprouted. 
It has never been insisted upon. It will come whe_n it is 
diligently and unceasingly insisted upon. This insistence is not 
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to be deferred until leisure invites, nor delegated to somebody 
else. It is to be insisted upon today and by you I How? Take 
your paper or magazine, cheap, ragged-looking, poorly edited as 
it may be, and read it. This is a point of cardinal importance. 
Always read it. Never fail to read it. Then single out that 
which excites your ire or disgust most and make up your mind 
that it is to be eliminated, and something entirely satisfactory 
substituted. Is the paper poor? Does it look like it was im-
pressed from wooden type? It is wretchedly edited? Is the 
fiction as interesting as the tick of a clock? Is the poetry worse? 
Is there too much sameness about every issue? Does the sheet 
give you the impression of having been edited in holy obedience 
to a spiritual superior's orders, and to be of itself an unwelcome 
duty? What stands out as its most irritating fault? Talk it over 
with your Catholic fellows. Insist that they always read it. Tell 
them that this is a point of cardinal importance; they must al-
ways read it. 
Then go and see the editor. Give him a candid idea of what 
you think of his publication. Criticise fairly. You and your 
friends bombard him with criticisms until he is compelled to 
develop proficiency or to drop out. Do not be in a hurry to wel-
come the latter alternative. Good writers get regular salaries 
from secular sheets and the next amateur that you engage may 
be more unlikely than the first. Tell him that he must never 
take refuge in the thought that you may not notice something 
that is allowed to slip through; that you always read his sheet 
and never allow anything to interfere; that if he makes it inter-
esting you will enjoy, but that you are to read it nevertheless as 
a duty, if for no other reason. If he takes refuge upon a higher 
intellectual plane, go to your library and get a ladder. If he is 
stubborn, wear his stubbornness down by means of a quiet in-
sistence. Remember that one of the most effective weapons at 
your disposal is the fact that you never fail to read his sheet. In 
the last ditch, if nothing else can be done, get rid of him. 
To do this you may have to go into the business end, or pos-
sibly invest. But this is none of your business? Is it true in 
your case, that when the editor made light of your favorite 
political hero, or ran counter to your conception of the world 
situation, that you showed a good deal of enterprise in bringing 
pressure to bear in compelling him to modify his utterances? 
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good deal of your business? Did it . occur to you that, inspired 
by hate, or, at least, spite, you were paralleling the efforts of the 
"antis" to tear down and destroy. You did not perceive, per-
haps, that a simple reversal of .the process might go a long way 
toward bringing about the· much desired result, and offer instead 
loyalty, forbearance, and an honest effort to build up. 
If you arc sincere in your demand for an adequate press, it 
will be necessary for you to make it very much of your business. 
More than likely the Gordian knot of the · difficulty will be found 
to lie in the lack of business ability on the part of the editor, who 
may be gifted enough in a literary way. Business ability and 
literary ability ~e~e never very mu~h like the Siamese twins. 
The occupant of the chair will usually be found to be a dreamer, 
an idealist, a reader, or a combinatiOn of all these, together with 
a peculiar breadth of vision. Tell him that you never fail to read 
his sheet. If he is given to too much reading, dreaming, or ab-
stract visualizing, he will secretly give it up and get down to 
work. Notice and appredation are great incentives to literary 
toil, and lessen the force of the temptation to slight and shirk, 
which drudgery always presents. It is very hard to give an 
adequate idea of the difference which interest or indifference 
make for along this line. So never fail to tell him that you read 
his sheet. And prove it to him. 
If he is lacking in business ability, or possesses nothing of 
value to the scheme except his ability to write, another chance 
is presented to you for active co-operation. Again, this is none 
of your business? But all this is very much of your business. 
Is the idea of the lay apostolate or of lay co-operation to prove 
only a theory, to prove to be merely of the substance of which 
dreams are made when a concrete opportunity reveals the pres-
ence of the necessarily concomitant hard work. Combine your 
business acumen, shrewdness, and trained faculties with his 
literary ability and a combination essential to success will be 
formed. Application, diligence and hard work will now put the 
result entirely out of doubt. 
But one more admonition is necessary. The world will not 
respect us if we do not respect ourselves. Respect the Catholic 
press for what it is to be, if not for what it is. Every Catholic 
editor receives scores of letters which the writers would never 
send to the secular press. Not that the nerve would be lacking, 
but the authors are deterred by the dread of being revealed as 
Jrr.sibrttt &t. Xautrr .t\lmntti .!\.s.sntiathttt 
Htl7. 
Mr. Garrigan is one of the oldest living graduates of the college, 
being a member of the class of 1870. His election to the Presidency of 
the Alumni Association is a fitting tribute to his long years of devoted 
service in that organization. A lawyer, by profession, Mr. Garrigan is, 
however, pre-eminently characterized by his scholarly attainments. His 
high ideals will undoubtedly be reflected in the progress of the Alumni 
Association under his regime. 
1' I 
lltu. i;tury .tllll. Qtalmtr. & . lJ. 
JJitrst .flllnllrratnr uf 
m4r &t. Xautrr J\lumut J\ssnrtattutt. 
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ignorant, ill-bred, and lacking in self-control. They usually be-
long to that inconsistent class who reserve whatever savoir faire 
they have for use outside the family circle. 
An urgent demand such as has been described, together with 
a keen and active lay co-operation will produce an adequate 
Catholic press. By this means will be provided a proper founda-
tion for a structure destined one day to compel the admiration of 
mankind. Equipped with properly trained and paid journalists, 
aided by successful lay co-operation, the difficult financial prob-
lem solved, this press, in addition to its apologetic and defensive 
work may then become the agency for the production of real 
literature. There are talented men and women who can be or-
ganized and developed, who, under the inspiration of our faith, 
with its sound methods of reasoning, with its legitimate, ade-
quate, divinely inspired and instituted outlets for all the hopes, 
aspirations, longings and idealism of mankind, with a satisfying 
reason for every condition and theory which presents itself, will 
one day inspire, nurture, and develop a vast, compelling and real 
literature. 
Juttt. 
T. F. MAHER, '811 • 
• 
HE gerfume laden air of Junetide days 
Is wafted through the sylvan deils 
Of verdant bowers, and sweetly tells 
Of roses nurtured in the dew-gemmed rays. 
Their calyxes in rhythmic cadence swing,-
Like angel censers gently swayed-
Shed fragrance filling every glade, 
To human hearts celestial foretaste bring. 
A mellower note the blue bird roundly trills 
In carols of entrancing strain, 
And blends his voice in glad refrain 
With music from the sun-kissed silvery rills. 
I fain would wish fair June to abide for aye! 
Her glorious flowers and radiant skies 
In care-worn souls bid joy arise, 
Dispelling gloom like morning mists away. 
REV. PAULL. BLAKELY, S.J., '98. 
(The following is a re-print of a portion of an article on Standardization of Colleges, . 
published by Father Blakely in America, January 6, 1917.) 
• 
HEN I was young and blooming, I was a student at 
St. Francis, a little college in the Middle West, to 
which many apply with affection, Webster's famous 
words on Dartmouth. It was a small establishment, 
and quite unstandardized. What we suffered from 
this lack, will be made plain by the recital of a few reminiscences. 
To begin with a factor of prime educational importance, take 
athletics. Our football team was about .everything which the 
galaxy annually set in the heavens by Mr. Walter Camp, is not. 
It was, in fact, a kind of an "All American," prefixed by the alge-
braic symbol for minus. With about twenty youths of passable 
football build to choose from, it follows naturally enough, that 
we were beaten by every team in the neighborhood, and this, 
year after year. Yet, as I look back, it seems to me that there 
was a fair amount of triumph in the failure. I do not perceive a 
high degree of valor in the team that enters every contest in the 
practical certainty of victory. It is :the little fellow that plays 
the uphill game, and plays it hard to the end, who has the grit. 
No matter how huge the score against us, the other side gener-
ally knew that it had been in a tussle. If you can't win, the riext 
best thing is to die fighting. I can not help thinking that these 
boys, beaten on a dozen -fields, are now better men for the fact 
that they always undertook to battle against overwhelming odds. 
As you see, ours was only "a little backwoods college." We 
made no great stir in the world; we were not "advanced," 
but decidedly conservative; we did not even have a "coach.". 
"Electivism" was much spoken of in those days, and while we 
students used to debate about it, our personal opinions were 
clear and decided. We regarded it as a kind of corollary to 
Unitarianism, Ellery Channing, the Brook Farm experiment, 
Emersonian philosophy, Harvard, and similar outcroppings of 
New England liberalism, to be avoided like heresy. Ours was a 
plain but substantial diet of ancient and modern languages, his-
tory, mathematics (the calcufos, obligatory!), physics, chemistry; 
with descriptive courses in geology and astronomy. The senior 
year was taken up almost exclusively with mental and moral 
philosophy. There were very active debating and literary so-
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cieties, and twice a week throughout the course, lectures were 
given on tvidences of religion. 
Such was our mental pabulum. . But the men in charge are 
more than courses or buildings, and the professors during my 
time were teachers of unusual ability. The talents of one or two, 
had they been employed in a wider field, would have been rated 
by the learned world, I think, as akin to genius. These simple 
hardworking men, devoted to their profession, and deeply in-
terested in every student in the college, I recall with a gratitude 
that I can never adequately express. I left them with a real 
love for Latin, some knowledge of history, and the firm convic-
tion that if I were willing to work hard for the rest of my ex-
istence, I might one day be lifted out of my abysmal ignorance, 
and "amount to something." 
Last month I read of the death in a far-away city, of my old 
classmate, Martin Higgins. He was a bright, clever youngster, 
with a huge bass voice quite out of proportion to his sixty-five 
inches, and gifted with no small degree of oratorical ability. 
Martin followed the call of the sanctuary. "He was a devoted 
priest,'' wrote a friend in the diocesan journal. I don't remember 
much else, except that he built a church and a school, and was 
much beloved by children and the poor. A simple chronicle this; 
glorious in its simplicity. Was the old school honored in her 
sacerdotal son? She it was who had trained his youth, and in 
his work she has her part. She was with him when his priestly 
hands were raised in absolution over the repentant sinner. She 
stood by him, when as only a priest can, he -turned the eyes of 
the dying from the seared past to the visfon of God's infinite love. 
She toiled with this man of God, as he built an earthly tabernacle 
for the Most High, and founded a school where the little ones 
might be brought to the Heart of Christ, their Divine Friend. 
St. Francis is surely justified in this her priestly son, one of very 
many who have made the world better and brighter for their 
passage through it. 
For most of us, our years of college meant sharp sacrifice at 
home, and so it came about that of our freshman class, only a 
handful stayed on for a degree. To the majority, the struggle 
had proved too bitter before the junior year. But what are we 
doing after twenty years, we sons of "a little backwoods college"? 
One of the class is now Vice-President of the old school. 
The medal-man took up industrial chemistry, a new profession 
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in those days, and has made some notable contributions, they say, 
to the chemistry of tanning. John M'Namara died rather recent-
ly, and with him, the promise of a brilliant career in medicine. 
A fourth teaches ethics to the young religious of his famous 
Order, while another is professor of philosophy in the oldest and 
largest Catholic university west of the Mississippi. John 
O'Dwyer, who played "Bardolph" when the college staged 
"Henry IV," was made a dean by his Bishop last spring. Like 
Bardolph's nose, his career has been meteoric, and he is still a 
young man. A neighbor of the dean is president of the loi:al bar 
association, and State's attorney, while in an adjoining State, 
another classmate has made an enviable record as a legal coun-
selor. Another took his degree in theology and, until ill health 
forced his retirement, was professor of Scripture in a well known 
ecclesiastical seminary. Frank Foss, a young man of rare gifts, 
entered a religious Order, and died at the very outset of his 
priestly career; we gave another, now a missionary, to the same 
Order. This list accounts for the majority of those with whom 
I kept in touch. The others are doing well in law, medicine, 
dentistry, and commercial pursuits. Dr. Coakley might well 
"view us with pride." There is not a "Percye" among us. 
As a class we were held to be ordinary. Doubtless the es-
timate was correct. Other classes have done much more for 
the school. The Archbishop of the province is an alumnus as is 
his chancellor and, I think, his vicar. Two other Bishops, now 
passed to their reward, studied at St. Francis. Perhaps there 
were more ; two I recall offhand. I can not say that the school 
has ever nurtured a genius, but it has developed in thousands of 
students the moral and intellectual fiber which afterwards made 
them men of unusual distinction. I remember at least ten who 
became college presidents, while those who have made teaching 
their life-work are numbered by the hundreds. We have had our 
poets, our essayists, our historians, our philosophers, who have 
given the world their best through the medium of current pub-
lications and the printed book. Among our alumni are members 
of the bench, engineers, architects, artists, skilled physicians, 
devoted priests, and men who are leaders in the commercial 
world. For nearly eighty years, St. Francis has been faithful 
to a mission, the value of which to the Church and to the com-
munity cannot be estimated. 
Mt.at.a. 
]. HERMAN THUMAN '99 • 
• 
HEN an audience is gathered in a · concert hall or a 
theater and is comfortably settled for an evening of 
musical or dramatic pleasure, comparatively few 
give a moment's thought to the difficulties which 
· must be overcome by those who have the manage-
ment of such enterprises in hand. Business efficiency must, 
of course, be introduced and followed in the essentials of 
promotion. But, there is one element entering into consideration 
which removes this kin.cl of enterprise to a totally different 
sphere, in which the ordinary calculations are swept away and 
the best laid plans of men and mice truly go aglee. 
This element is that rather vague something, but neverthe-
less a most tangible and important something, which goes by the 
name of Temperament. The word has been greatly abused. It 
has come to mean the temper of an artist rather than that quality 
without which he or she can scarcely lay claim to artistic feeling 
and spirit. Temperament is absolutely essential to a musician 
or an actor, no matter how inconvenient it may be to a manager. 
Such experience as has been mine proves that, whenever a 
musician is complacent and has no "tantrums," that musician 
lacks something which prevents him, or her, from being a genu-
ine success with the great public-something which establishes 
that bond between the giver and the receiver without which there 
can be no real success. 
I do not mean to say that the mere possession of eccentrici-
ties assures genius. On the contrary, the great geniuses with 
whom I have had occasion to deal have comparatively few eccen-
tricities. But they do have a different point of view and a differ-
ent feeling toward things and happenings than the office man or 
the mercantile man or the accountant, or the lawyer or the archi-
tect. And, it is this feeling and this departure, as it were, from 
the point of view which is held by the rest of the world, the view-
point we are inclined to regard as the normal perspective, which 
makes the experiences with them both trying and unique. 
Superstition, of course, enters very largely into the scheme 
of things. Sometimes it takes peculiar form. Schumann-Heink, 
for example, will always send some candles to be burnt at the 
altar of St. Philomena church-the Virgin's altar-when she 
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comes to Cincinnati. This may not be regarded as a superstition, 
except that she feels she could not sing if it were neglected. 
Great favorite that she is with the musical public of the world, 
and sensible as she has proven herself to be in one great essen-
tial-that of keeping her business engagements and her con-
tracts-she always takes good care that she is not imposed upon. 
The generosity of her nature, however, has not made her im-
mune from some very serious impositions which have, in a 
measure, embittered her life in recent years. But, she has the 
happy faculty of forgetting troubles when the occasion demands 
and being as jovial as a school.,.girl on a vacation, 
Many things have been said of Paderewski, his aureole of 
blond hair, his insistance on dim lights in the auditorium in 
which he plays, his nervousness toward drafts of cold air and the 
seeming lack of courtesy in keeping his audiences waiting for 
some time after the appointed hour for the concert to begin. The 
blond hair is a physical peculiarity, and if he chooses to wear his 
hair thus it is his privilege. His argument in fayor of dimmed 
lights is that it helps establish the mood in which the audience 
must find itself to more readily enter into an appreciation of his 
playing. His fear for cold drafts is purely physical. Some years 
ago, traveling through this country and being compelled to play 
in halls good and bad, he was subjected to drafts to such an ex-
tent that he contracted a severe case of neuritis. He has suf-
fered from this, off and on, ever since, and it is quite natural for 
him to try and avoid the causes which led to the first attack. 
Why he keeps his audiences waiting is something I cannot ex-
plain. On several occasions, knowing that he was in his dressing 
room, ready to appear, and the audience growing restless, I have 
ventured to remind him that the hour for the concert's beginning 
had already passed and that the audience was resenting his delay. 
But, never an answer. The remarks could have been addressed 
to the wall or the chair and produced as much of an impression. 
He walks up and down, nervously rubbing his hands in order to 
stimulate perspiration and thoroughly limber the fingers. When 
he feels that he is absolutely ready he begins, not a moment 
before. 
Eccentric though he may appear to be, Paderewski is a man 
of great mental equipment. He is not only a great virtuoso and 
mus1c1an. He is a wonderfully read and highly cultured man. 
He speaks some six or seven languages fluently. He knows the 
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literature of these languages. He knows the politics of the 
world's leading nations. He is of a personality and capacity re-
quired of born leaders and he would have been as great in the 
world of finance, or politics, or business as he is in the world of 
music had he chosen any of them as a career. 
Among the greatest figures in the musical world today is 
Fritz Kreisler, the violinist. He is regarded by many as the 
greatest virtuoso before the public-not only as a violinist 
but also as a man and a musician. Formerly he was a gay fel-
low, a typical Viennese, upon whose shoulders the responsibilities 
of life rested very lightly. But, since the war and his terrible ex-
perience in the first Galician campaign he has undergone a com-
plete change. A few weeks ago, when he was here with the 
symphony orchestra, he discussed the matter. He told of his 
frightful experiences, of the injuries he had received, and of the 
horrors of war. In a quiet way, but with tremendous intensity, 
he hoped and prayed for th~ end of the hideous turmoil. In his 
first-hand knowledge of the suffering which is going on in all of 
the countries at war, he says life means something totally dif-
ferent now from what it did a few years ago. 
Now, every dollar means food for three men for a day. That 
is his estimate of each dollar. That is why he saves wherever he 
can, for he is supporting over a hundred musicians who are in-
terned in the Austrian capital. The war has its tragedies, but I 
can think of none greater than the sacrifice of a man like Kreis-
ler, who stands unique in his art and who cannot be replaced, in 
an international quarrel of more or less material considerations. 
While on the subject of the war, a few days after Kreisler's 
visit came the celebrated French actress, Sarah Bernhardt. She 
too was full of the war and she too discussed it. But, in a totally 
different way. Kreisler was all sincerity, all feeling, all com-
passion. Bernhardt was never more dramatic in any of her 
stage plays than she was in her excoriation of the enemies of her 
country, and the bitterness of her denunciatjon was punctuated 
by vehement gestures and impressive poses. Her public appear-
ances could not match this scene, nor give such proof of the re-
markable vitality of one of the most striking figures the stage of 
this generation has known. Nor was it done for effect, since I 
was her sole audience. 
Among American singers there is none quite so thoroughly 
advertised as Geraldine Farrar. She is always "in the news," as 
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the professional parlance has it. She may not always employ 
the most elevating method, but she does manage to maintain her 
position in the public eye. She is not difficult to handle and 
never gives the local concert promoter the least worry. She is 
very particular about the stage settings and the color of the back-
ground. But, apart from that, she is most willing and obliging. 
She will grant interviews most readily to newspaper men and 
women, provided they are after eleven in the morning ; she will 
allow herself to be photographed, will "stand" for any story and 
is, in the word of the newspaper writer, "good copy" at all times. 
Grand opera is her home, but she regards the motion picture as 
her luxury. This luxury is netting her a princely income. 
One of the things a conscientious artist regrets as much as a 
manager is the sudden appearance of illness which makes it nec-
essary to dismiss an audience. Early last season Pasquale 
Amato, the famous Italian barytone, was announced for a recital 
in Music Hall. The attendance promised to tax the capacity of 
the auditorium. That afternoon I had been speaking to him and 
he was in the best of humor. At about six-thirty in the evening 
a telephone message informed me that he had developed a severe 
case of hoarseness and would be unable to sing that night. He 
was· crestfallen. Quick . thinking was necessary, because it was 
too late to inform the audience there would be no concert that 
evening and too late to secure somebody to take his place. I 
knew he was extremely anxious to sing before a Cincinnati 
audience in a recital and that he would do so if it were at all 
possible. With this thought in mind I hurried to his hotel, after 
arranging with a throat spcialist to be on hand. 
"The vocal chords are not affected." said the specialist, after 
careful examination. We all breathed a sigh of relief when he 
added: "I think, Signor Amato, we can fix you up sufficiently 
so that you can give the concert, if you spare yourself." 
The concert was given, but it required every ounce of con-
centrated effort on all our parts to prevent a collapse. True to 
the characteristics of his race, Amato was inclined to give up the 
fight early. But, though it was apparent that his voice was 
rapidly getting worse, he was able to continue until the last 
group of songs. It was a nerve racking night for those of us 
directly concerned, but the concert was given with credit. The 
next day the singer felt physically very bad, but he was glad of 
heart for not having disappointed his audience the night before. 
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If the space permitted many more interesting incidents 
could be recalled. I might describe the horror of Tetrazzini 
when a photographer, who was trying to take a · flashlight 
picture of her and Titta Ruffo, the famous barytone, in the room 
of a hotel, used a lighted candle to focus the picture. His as-
sistant placed it near the diva's feet when she suddenly sprang 
away, tempestuously remonstrated and was only quieted when 
the exact purpose of the candle was explained. She never did tell 
just why she was so frightened. I might also tell of the charm 
and sweetness of Pavlowa, the celebrated dancer, one of the most 
delightful personalities before the public. There is also the 
wholesomeness of Alma Gluck. The latter is very fond of 
physical exercise. She was here last December and, after the 
details of the concert were settled, her first request was to be 
told of a place where she could have a swim. Mme. Gluck, by 
the way, is the mother of a little girl, now in her second year. 
Her name is Virginia. Recently the singer was asked her favor-
ite flower and quite fittingly said she was most deeply interested 
in a "Virginia creeper." 
Artists are not so difficult to handle-that is the big ones-
if a little attention is paid to their attitude and an effort is made 
to see things from their point of view. There are some, of course, 
who are impossible, and there are also times when even the most 
reliable become difficult to manage. But, it must ,always be re-
membered that their very calling makes them high-strung, that 
the tediousness of rehearsals sometimes makes their nerves 
quiver and ready to snap, and that it is human to err. A little 
application of the study of human nature then goes a far way. 
Some must be cajoled, some must be commanded. Some crave 
sympathy, some must be argued with. But, it is very seldom 
that they will insist upon the unreasonable, though they may 
start out doing so. I have seen conductor and soloist on the 
point of murder one minute and, after the rehearsal, once again 
the best of friends. They are difficult, to be sure, and at times 
extremely uncomfortable from a business point of view; but to 
deal with them is to play a very fascinating game. Life is not 
likely to be very monotonous if they are part of the game, and 
that is some compensation. It has also been my experience that 
the truly great artists are also great men and women. They may 
have a different point of view from yours or mine, but they think 
big thoughts and do big things and they leave their impress on 
the world. To be associated with them is worth the cost. 
WILLIAM A. BYRNE, "76. 
(Address delivered at the annual Washington Birthday celebration 
of the St, Xavier Alumni Association.) 
II 
OW fortunate is America that its people, especially 
the young, may confidently consider its historical 
characters, and find them, not the gloss and glitter 
of temporary achievements, nor characters, which 
cannot stand critical study or scrutiny, but excel-
lencies which are admirable in their life and remain so for all 
time. What an inspiration these characters are, and what an 
example, for the men into whose care, government is placed! 
And what noble aspirations does not the study of their lives and 
times cause to rise in the young mind! 
There is no dearth of great men of ancient Greece and Rome; 
they can parallel each other, as Plutarch well shows, and the old 
countries all have placed the imperishable laurel upon the brow 
of their great. This is not matter for surprise, when we recollect 
the age of their history; but it is worthy of more than passing 
notice, that a country separated from the old world by thousands 
of miles, and by months of travel, and with a government of its 
own, just in formation, should produce men fitting the times and 
the necessities of the times so admirably that their work remains 
to this day the marvel of the world; and their individual charac-
ters a profitable and delightful study for mankind. 
And there has never been a time in our history in which we 
so much need to study the lesson his life teaches. There is little 
of similarity in this day and the time of Washington, except in 
the events which are transpiring. The world is convulsed by a 
war the like of which for extent and ruthlessness neither ancient 
nor modern times has known; a war, which is waged in the air~ 
on the earth and under the earth,-on the sea and under the sea. 
This nation, represented by its President, is this moment at the 
Rubicon. 
Our country has been in such a crisis before. I will leave 
the well known, oft travelled but well loved road gone over by 
speakers upon George Washington, and hope to reach the same 
end through by-paths which may offer a greater variety of 
scenery. Turn the pages of history-very modern history, be-
tween 1732 and 1799, a period of sixty-seven years, the time be-
tween the birth and death of George Washington, and on every 
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page we see something of this great man, until we know him 
better even than the people of his own day knew him. We learn 
the simple method by which he solved the great problems of 
peace and war. 
At the age of eleven years vVashington lost his father and he 
was compelled to assume the burden of caring for his mother and 
four children, besides himself, who was the oldest. From then 
on his education was had principally from solitary study and 
certain "rules of civility" then known in the Colonies. Owen 
Wister says that "from these rules and their moulding of Wash-
ington's character, flowed his power of address,-the considera-
tion and the simplicity, which won for him as it won for no 
other of his time, the esteem and devotion of those who could 
help our Revolution in the direst hours of its need." Jefferson 
said of his education that "he wrote readily, rather diffusely, and 
in an easy and correct style." This he had acquired by conversa-
tion with the world; for his education was merely reading, writ-
ing and common arithmetic, to which he added surveying. 
* * * * * 
Washington's character, however, is his chief attraction and 
the secret of his great power. He was deeply reverent, he was 
tolerant in religion. He expressed his surprise that there were 
officers and soldiers in his army "so void of common sense as 
not to see the impropriety of · burning the Pope's effigy." He 
writes: "I was in hopes that the enlightened and liberal parties, 
which have marked this present age, would at least have recon-
ciled Christians of every denomination so far that we should 
never again see their religious disputes carried to such a pitch as 
to endanger the peace of society." He was modest and diffident 
and exceedingly sensitive. A fellow Virginian says of him, "that 
he is a soldier,-a warrior; a modest man; sensible; speaks little; 
in action cool, like a bishop at his prayers." It is written of him, 
that, "In the October of his days Washington writes from Mt. 
Vernon,-'The more I am acquainted with agricultural affairs 
the better I am pleased with them.' And in the November of his 
days,-'To make and sell a little flour . . . . and to amuse 
myself in . . . . rural pursuits will constitute ~y employ-
ment . . . . If also I could now and then meet the friends I 
esteem, it would fill the measure.' " 
Thus the autumnal Washington; but when he was only April 
old, he wrote-"My feelings are strongly bent to arms." And 
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again: "I heard the bullets whistle, and believe me, there is 
something charming in the sound." In later years, however, he 
remarked, "If I said so, it was when I was young." 
Washington had contempt for the man who sends or accepts 
a challenge for a duei; he regarded the practice as a relic of bar-
barism. It would have been well if the friend he most aainired, 
Hamilton, had the same sentiment, and the character to back it. 
Fortunately for our admiration of this great man, rumors deroga-
tory of his character have been run down and found groundless. 
Of course, every school child knows how Washington was re-
garded by the people in general of his time, but it is interesting 
to know how his associates and the other great Americans looked 
upon him. 
It must not be forgotten that the men of Colonial days in 
public life were well educated, many of them university men. 
Some had gone to Europe for their education. They were men 
with splendid mental equipment. 
It was not very remarkable that Washington should be 
chosen Commander-in-Chief of the Revolutionary war-but it 
was indeed remarkable and a profound compliment tu nim, and 
the strongest testimony of his mental acquirements, and of his 
character, that he should have been chosen to preside over the 
Constitutional Convention, composed of such men as Madison, 
Hamilton, Franklin, and known as "An Assembly of Demigods." 
He fully sustained his . reputation in the convention; he was ·al-
ways right, and his influence was thrown in the right direction 
often against most plausible and popular claims. Chief Justice 
Marshall, who defined so much of the constitution, which Wash-
ington and his confreres made, said of Washington, that he was 
"never free from restraint in Washington's presence, never felt 
quite at ease, such was Washington's stateliness and dignity." 
And Robert Morris, who was his intimate, said "that he was the 
only man in whose presence he felt any awe." 
* * * * * 
Washington is a good example of the force of character in 
a good mind with a limited education,-he shows in his life the 
control of mind and character over education; but no pkture of 
Washington would be complete which did not reveal his own 
pathetic sentiments upon this much felt want in his mental equip-
ment, as it is related by Pau1 Leicester Ford in "The True George 
Washington." He writes: 
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"Perhaps the most touching proof of his own self-deprecia-
tion was something he did when he had become conscious that 
his career would be written about. Still in his possession were 
the letter-books in which he had kept copies of his correspond-
ence while in command of the Virginia regiment between 1754 
and 1759, and late in life he went through these volumes, and, by 
interlining corrections, carefully built them into better literary 
form." 
What a galaxy of great names adorn the years of the life of 
Washington in our then young country ! There · has never been 
since then so many men so uniformly capable at any one period of 
our history. We have grown in numbers and in extent of terri-
tory in a marvelous degree, but we have not grown in. the quality 
of our men. 
\Vhy is this? Is it because of the quality of our schools? In 
Colonial days religion was paramount in education. There was 
sound teaching in the District and Grammar schools; but religion 
as well as moral principles were chiefly taught and inculcated in 
the minds and hearts of the young. I do not overlook that there 
was religious discrimination and even persecution on account of 
religion,-especially of the Catholics, "for in all the colonies, ex-
cept Rhode Island, laws existed which forbade Catholics from 
holding worship;" but nevertheless the religious influence, the 
sense of responsibility to God was everywhere. · 
There were in those days as early as 1763, six colleges or 
universities in the Colonies: Harvard, William and Mary, Yale, 
Princeton, Pennsylvania, Columbia, Brown and Dartmouth. All 
these were established for the purpose mainly of training young 
men as ministers of the religious sects favoring the colleges and 
universities. Our forefathers were religious people and their 
strength of character lay in this. 
What a change has come over the spirit of our educational 
institutions! If we wish now to learn of the most shocking de-
parture from common sense, from religious or moral principle of 
life or conduct, read the pronouncements of university professors 
of our day. The very rich are tempting these institutions by 
endowments, as if it was even necessary, to cut loose from religion 
entirely, and to become like the public schools, "non-sectarian." 
The only evil of the land is illiteracy-irreligion is of no con-
sequence. We have had now several generations of men and 
women, the product of the public school; compare this product 
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with the product of the school of the Colonial times, for public 
civic virtue or private. In Colonial days divorce was absolutely 
unknown; to-day the courts are nothing but hoppers out of which 
divorce decrees come, so many an hour. What thoughtful man 
or woman does not fear for the future who takes the time to con-
sider the "isms" and the "ics" of educational faddists of today ! 
* * * * * 
It is only one hundred and eighteen years since the death of 
Washington, and it is only one hundred and forty-one years since 
the birth of this nation. We feel old, we talk big; but we are 
very young, and have had but little world experience as a .nation 
or government. Yet we feel so self-sufficient, that contrary to 
the example of all nations of the earth, we begin to say who may 
· come within our walls and who shall not, and we make the con-
dition upon which one may enter, not how he feels or what he 
thinks but what he knows. His countenance or conduct, or his 
means or even his character will not admit him. Why are we 
afraid? Can we not trust in the virtue of our citizens and their 
knowledge to protect them against the illiteracy of the foreign 
immigrant? Maybe not; but if not, it is not because our citizenry 
is illiterate. We are losing the right to proclaim "the brother-
hood of man, the confederation of the world." We have gotten 
far away from the spirit of the times of Washington, much far-
ther away than the years between inqicate. 
Washington was a great soldier, undoubtedly; he was not a 
genius as Napoleon, Caesar or Alexander, and it is not claimed 
for him that he was. Washington was a great ruler; he was not 
a Charlemange, nor an Augustus, nor a Justinian, and it is not 
claimed for him that he was. We have seen that he was not 
learned in the sense of the schools, but he was a leader among 
the learned, where one in every two hundred and fifty was 
university bred, and the secret of his leadership was his charac-
ter, as we have seen it. He had the character to turn away from 
those who would make him King or Dictator, and to rebuke 
them with, "how could you have formed such an opinion of me?" 
He kept his poise although twice unanimously chosen Presi-
dent and, unlike more than one of the great men of our genera-
tion, refused it a third time. He kept this country strictly neutral 
against the wide hatred for England and the gratitude to France, 
when it would have been most popular for him to have done 
otherwise, when it required a strong mind and heart to do so, 
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and when his own sentiments, doubtless, likewise inclined him 
to side with France, the nation that had made our independence 
' certain. 
Again, although he had been the Commander-in-Chief in the 
field, and had conquered England, and therefore could not be 
suspected of lack of patriotism or cowardice, solely to keep the 
peace, yet, as President, he submitted to much humiliation from 
England in her treatment of our commerce on the sea. It was 
he who had Congress decree a sixty-day embargo and during it 
he sent Chief Justice Jay to make a treaty with England. The 
treaty was made, and although it was exceedingly unpopular at 
the time, Washington signed it. He was threatened with im~ 
peachment therefor and was ironically called "The Step-Father 
of His Country." Later, however, it was generally admitted that 
he had · done well inasmuch as he kept us out of war. 
Washington was an advocate of preparedness. Upon the 
disbanding• of the revolutionary army· he sent a circular letter to 
the Governor of every State in which he recommended an abso-
lutely uniform organization of the "Militia of the Union." For a 
peace establishment he would have a regular and standing force. 
The people in all the States were to be organized and trained in 
arms as one grand national militia. For war material, there were 
to be national arsenals and material manufactories. ' He proposed 
a navy for the protection of the commerce. 
It may be, as ex-President Taft suggests, that since all our 
possessions are not in the Western World, we might have to 
qualify Washington's advice concerning entangling alliances; but 
the fact remains that the advice is good to-day, and will remain 
good until we extend our possessions in other waters and lands, 
so that we will be in the situation of European countries. No 
patriotic American can look with composure upon such a pros-
pect, no matter how inviting it is to Commerce and Trade. 
America is peculiar in this that her two greatest men, Wash-
ington and Lincoln, were men of comparatively meager book-
learning. And nowhere in history has the worth of character 
been so well exemplified. But history in this will never repeat 
itself in this country. 
Washington still holds the first place in the estimation of all 
citizens of our country; he has not been compelled either to yield 
it up to any other man nor even to share it with another. 
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OUR NEW RECTOR. 
Loyalty has ever been one of the most striking character-
istics of the St. Xavier boys-students and alumni. The matricu-
lant soon feels himself becoming attached to his teacher and to 
the other professors and the members of the Faculty, with whom 
he comes in contact. Their friendliness, their unselfish interest 
in his advancement, their solicitude for his general welfare win 
his gratitude and affection; and he readily, even unconsciously, 
becomes a "Jesuit boy," a partisan in the good, wholesome sense. 
As the years go by, this disposition grows stronger; and when, 
a decade after his graduation, he reaches that happy period that 
delights in reminiscing over the past, he becomes a confirmed 
Xavierite, intensely interested in whatever concerns the progress 
of his old College. 
This is how it has, come about that the alumni are now all 
at attention regarding the regime of the new Rector, Rev. James 
McCabe, S. J., who was appointed in January to succeed Father 
Heiermann. They are ready, with heart and head and hand, to 
support his administration in any and every move, that may tend 
to develop the resources of their Alma Mater, and to defend and 
increase her prestige. They will stand as nobly behind the new 
President as they did behind the old. 
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Father McCabe is himself an alumnus of St. Xavier. He 
was a student in the latter half of the decade of the '70's; and he, 
too, contracted the college affection in its strongest form. He 
hasn't gotten over it yet. As a matter of fact, he never will. 
"Absence makes the heart grow fonder" is certainly true in his 
case; for, although he has never had an opportunity of revisiting 
the College, since he left it nearly thirty-nine years ago, he is 
now struggling with an acute exacerbation of amor Xavierianus, 
which has infected the entire Jesuit community under his juris-
diction. However, it is an adage that joy never kills; and, as a 
physician, the writer is confident that he may make a similar 
prognosis regarding the affection of the new Rector. 
Father McCabe assumes charge of St. Xavier with an ad-
mirable record for achievement in similar positions at other 
Jesuit colleges of the Missouri Province. At St. Mary's College, 
St. Marys, Kansas, at Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, and at Detroit College, Detroit, Michigan, he has left 
splendid . monuments to his constructive wisdom and executive 
ability. He has a well-established reputation for organizing his 
forces in the very strongest combination possible, and of induc-
ing them to co-operate with him in the most efficient manner. 
"Team work" ad majorem Dei gloriam is his motto. 
Let us all lend him our sincere support I 
THE ATHENAEUM. 
What a fund of fond recollections the name of this magazine 
brings back to the minds of the "old boys!" "The Athenaeum," 
the old, original building, with the area all around it to give light 
and air to its basement story, that stood beside the church I What 
happy times we spent in and about that venerable structure, from 
the dingy playroom in the basement to the arched hall of the 
Philopedian Society under the roof I And what dear and lasting 
friendships were formed within its walls I One never meets a 
professor or a fellow-student of the old days a.t The Athenaeum 
without feeling a rejuvenation of spirit, that carries him back to 
the care-free years of college life, and gives him the exquisite 
pleasure of indulging in those sweet reminiscences of boyhood; 
of classmates; of teachers; of incidents, pathetic, exciting, droll 
and serious, so dear in rehearsal to the man whose sun of life is 
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like the old college friends; and beautiful and fragrant are the 
tendrils of memory that enshrine them wit~in the warmest cor-
ners of our hearts. 
MILITARY TRAINING IN COLLEGE. 
If the introduction of military training into high schools and 
colleges, which is being so widely advocated by civic and com-
mercial bodies and by the public press, should ever come to pass, 
it would not bring an altogether strange element into the cur-
riculum of our Alma Mater. During the scholastic year of 
1876-77 two military companies-one recruited from amongst the 
senior students, and the other from amongst the juniors-were 
organized and trained by two United States Army officers from 
the old Newport Barracks, then located at the confluence of the 
Ohio and Licking rivers, but long since removed to Fort Thomas. 
Two evenings a week, after class, the soldier boys, dressed 
in their natty uniforms, answered roll-call in the college yard, 
and went through "Upton's Tactics" in real military style; for 
woe betide the "rookie," who might imagine that he was drilling 
just for fun. Neither the polished Lieutenant A very nor the gruff, 
read-headed Sergeant Lewis ever forgot for a moment that dis-
cipline is the Army's first law, nor that it requires serious atten-
tion, earnest endeavor, and plenty of practice to give a recruit the 
soldierly bearing, the familiarity with evolutions, and the defen-
sive and offensive efficiency, which make a trained army superior 
to an organized mob. From "Guide Right!" " Left Face!" and 
"Forward March!" to "Right by Fours!" "Column Left!" and 
"Right Oblique!' the commands came, in sharp, incisive tones 
for an hour and a half; and it was not long until the St. Xavier 
Cadets could "cut quite a dash" on parade. 
There is not a doubt but that the students, who composed 
the military companies of the '70 decade, were greatly benefited 
by the training. The regular exercises in the open air conduced 
to their better physical condition ; and the intricacy of the tac-
tical movements, as well as the rigidly enforced discipline, de-
veloped an alertness of mind, a habit of concentration, and a 
general improvement of morale. Moreover, it may be regarded 
as certain that the presence of the Regular Army officers, and the 
specific character of the training did not fail , by association of 
ideas, to stimulate and to intensify the patriotism of the students 
amongst the spectators as well as of those in the ranks. 
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OUR SOLDIER BOYS. 
When Uncle Sam called for volunteers to go "down by the 
Rio Grande" to uphold the honor and the dignity of Our Flag, 
and to protect the residents of our south-western tier of States 
from the depredations of Mexican bandits, among the first to 
answer the call were alumni of Jesuit colleges from all part of 
the country. As usual, boys from Old St. Xavier were "among 
those present." Cavalry Troop C, Ohio National Guard, which 
has just returned from the border, after six months of creditable 
service, has our own "Linc." Mitchell, Class of '97, for its cap-
tain; and several of its subordinate officers, as well as a number 
of privates, received their schooling from the Sons o·r the Soldier 
Saint, Ignatius of Loyola. 
RISE, BRETHREN I LET US SING! 
The Alumni Association's commemoration of Washington's 
Birthday was, on the whole, the best in years. The College Or-
chestra was a most pleasing surprise to those of the audience, 
who had never before heard the boys perform. Notwithstanding 
a slight trace of timidity, occasionally noticeable, and which, we 
feel certain, a few more appearances in public will enable the 
orchestra entirely to overcome, the selections were played with 
intelligence, verve, and a general excellence, which would have 
done credit to much older and more experienced musicians. The 
vocal quartet would have won applause at any high class con-
cert; and their splendid rendition of three folksongs . . . . . 
But we have no assignment to write up the Washington's 
Birthday celebration! The singing of that quartet, however, 
wound up our hobby-horse; and, in the little that remains of our 
allotted space, we are going to start an agitation for college glees. 
We cannot imagine any means of creating, intensifying, and 
perpetuating the college spirit more effective than the topical 
songs, known throughout the Country as college glees. Nearly 
all the more prominent universities and colleges have long-estab- · 
lished glee clubs-each with a copious repertoire of songs, com-
posed by alumni and students, and preserved in permanent form 
in the shape of college glee books. These songs are, in the main, 
made up of sentimental-, humorous or rollicking recitals concern-
ing institutioqs, persons, ideals, customs, events, etc., of the re-
spective schools, and are well calculated to arouse the enthusiasm 
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of students, and to appeal to the affections of. the "old boys," and 
to keep up their interest in their alma mater. 
Moreover, college glees are no small factor in enlivening 
class banquets and the occasional meetings of municipal and 
district branches of an alumni association; and all our readers 
are aware of the great revival of college spirit among graduates 
of Yale and Harvard, when the glee clubs of those universities 
pay their periodical visits to the Queen City. 
Why, then, should St. Xavier not have a glee club of her 
own? Why should not the children of our Alma Mater-her 
"old boys" in the highways and byways of life, as well as her 
students at their desks-enshrine their affection for her in the 
tuneful lays of college songs? 
Those, who are endowed with musical talent, and have had 
the necessary technical training, might give us the desired com-
positions, original in airs as well as in words. For such Dr. Otto 
Juettner has set an admirable example; his "St. Xavier for Aye" 
need not fear comparison with any college song ever written. It 
is lofty in sentiment; lyrical and "catchy" in melody. 
To those, who, like ourselves, have neither musical talent r 
nor technical training, we would suggest the composition of 
stanzas, similar in rhythm and rhyme scheme to the popular 
songs of the past or present, with the airs of which our alumni are 
familiar. Our readers can recall readily to mind parodies a-plenty, 
which _will illustrate precisely what we mean. This practice has 
been in vogue among all the best-known college glee clubs; and 
its· adoption and country-wide extension by the Salvation Army 
show, without further argument, that it is ridiculously simple 
and easy. 
Please do not misunderstand us. We do not intend that all 
our glees should be parodies. We will want some of these, of 
course,-a goodly number of them, perhaps; and, because they 
are easy to grind out, we may accumulate a surplus of them at 
the beginning. Our repertory will adjust itself, however, in 
time; and eventually we will have a "St. Xavier Glee Book," of 
which our friends and ourselves may well feel proud. 
"Boots and Saddles!" Mount your Pegasus, and ride us a 
rhyme! 
DR. THOMAS P. HART, '11. 
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ALUMNI NOTES 
Our Alumni It is not often that the Jesuit has the privilege of ret~rn­
Faculty. ing to his Alma Mater as the scene of his labors. It is a 
very remarkable fact, therefore, that so many of St. 
Xavier's Jesuit sons are members of her faculty for the c~rrent .year: 
The following members of the faculty are St. Xavier Alumni: . . · 
Rev. James McCabe, '81, President. ' 
Rev. Michael Eicher, '74, Minister of the College. 
Rev. George A. McGovern, '88, Principal of Avondale Academy. 
Rev. Eugene J. Daly, '94, Professor of Mathematics. 
Rev. Frederick H. Gosiger, '97, Treasurer of the College and Moder-
ator of the Alumni Association. · 
Rev. Albert C. Fox, '98, Vice-President. 
Rev. Mark A. Cain, '99, Professor of Sophomore. 
Mr. Thomas J. Donnelly, '05, Professor of 'Fourth Year High, 
Mr. Alphonse Fisher, '09, Professor of Third Year High. 
The St. Xavier Alumni Association. 
An Historical Sketch. 
The Summons. The history of the college that has been running in the 
previous numbers of the Athenaeum would be incom-
plete without a brief review of the achievements of the Alumni Associa-
tion. For almost fifty years the graduates of the college went forth from 
her walls with no permanently established organization to bind them to 
one another and to their Alma Mater. The desire of an alumni associa-
tion was long felt, but it was not until 1888 that definite steps were 
taken to bring about its accomplishment .. On December 12, of that year, 
twenty-four of the most influential alumni assembled in the college hall 
in response to a summons by Rev. Henry Calmer, S. J., who had been 
put in charge of the movement by the Rector, Rev. Henry Shaapman.' 
Organization. The purpose of the meeting as outlined by the rector 
met with a hearty approval.' The approaching golden 
jubilee celebration was regarded by those present as making the time 
especially opportune for uniting in a spirit of co-operation all those who 
had profitted by St. Xavier's fifty years of service in the cause of educa-
tion. A committee was appointed to draw up a constitution and ·by-laws 
and the meeting was adjourned to December 21. At this meeting a warm 
discussion took place regarding eligibility for membership. .Some de-
sired to admit graduates only, but the opposition won out, and the asso-
ciation was declared open to all former students. ' 
First Officers. After this meeting progress was rapid. Father Calmer 
was appointed Moderator, and on January 15 the first 
election of officers took place, resulting in the choice of Francis H . 
I I, 
I 
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Cloud, '63, for President. The other active officers chosen were Francis 
J. McCabe, Vice-President; William C. Wolking, Secretary; James A. 
Sebastiani, Treasurer; Lawrence C. Poland, Historian. The first alumni 
banquet took place on May 1. Of the almost one hundred members, 
seventy-five were present. 
Golden Jubilee. The same officers were retained for the following year, 
and Mr. Theodore A. Bruehl was elected to the new 
office of Corresponding Secretary. These officers together with the 
executive committee and the honorary Vice-Presidents took active 
charge of the arrangements for the golden jubilee celebration in June. 
An account of the exercises and the prominent part taken in them by the 
newly organized alumni appeared in the historical sketch of the college 
in the Christmas number of the Athenaeum. There also mention was 
made of the dedication of Memorial Hall by the alumni on December 29, 
1891. The Alumni Association had contributed $4,000 towards its com-
pletion. 
Columbian Centennial. During the month of October, 1892, the nation-
wide celebration of the fourth centenary of the 
discovery of America took place. Among the prominent features of the 
celebration in Cincinnati was the great banquet given by the Catholics 
of the city under the auspices of the alumni association at the Grand 
Hotel. The president of the association, Mr. Francis J. McCabe, pre-
sided, and fully one-half of the more than three hundred guests were 
members of the association. 
Father Calmer. During the year 1893 Father Calmer was transferred to 
Chicago. To his devoted and untiring efforts much of 
the early success of the alumni association was due. His many activities 
as professor in the college, lecturer in the church and, on special occa-
sions, throughout the city, and as moderator of the association had un-
dermined his health. He was succeeded as moderator by Father John 
Poland. 
Father Poland. The long years of loyal service given by Father Poland 
to the association he loved so dearly, right up to the 
time of his death in March, 1907, the extraordinary spirit of co-operation 
and mutual helpfulness he built up in the organization and the hearty 
response he always elicited in his many moves for furthering St. Xavier's 





Perhaps the most welcome innovations inaugurated in 
his time were the Monday night lectures and the post-
graduate courses. The first course of lectures was given 
in the early part of 1894 and they were continued for a 
number of years. In the fall of 1896 the first post-graduate course for the 
alumni was begun. This course included lectures on Ethics, Logic and 
Literature. About twenty-five of the fifty enrolled in the course already 
possessed A. B., A. M. or LL. B. degrees. 
Father Harrington. Upon the death of Father Poland, Father Harring-
ton was appointed Moderator. Until failing health 
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forced him to resign in the summer of 1914, he labored to uphold the 
high standard set by his illustrious predecessors. 
Twenty-Fifth On January 7, 1913, the association celebrated its silver 
Anniversary. fubilee. Pontifical High Mass was celebrated in the col-
lege chapel by Most Rev. Archbishop Moeller. Father 
Lamping preached the jubilee sermon. In the evening a reception was 
held and the installation of the new officers took place in Memorial Hall. 
The jubilee banquet was held one week later at the Business Men's Club 
and more than a hundred alumni were present. 
Father Gosiger. The honorable position of moderator again reverted to 
one of St. Xavier's sons when Rev. Frederick Gosiger 
was appointed to succeed Father Harrington. 
The Diamond Jubilee It remained for recent years for the alumni to 
Committee. undertake the most stupendous undertaking thus 
far ventured upon. The Diamond Jubilee Com-
mittee is working confidently towards the completion of the task they 
set themselves several years ago, and those who know the spirit of 
Xavier alumni, those who are acquainted with their past achievements, 
and those who are with them heart and soul, feel that they will not fail 
In this their noblest undertaking. 
NOTES. 
Washington's Birthday The annual alumni commemoration of Wash-
Celebration. ington's Birthday drew the largest crowd that 
has assembled in Memorial Hall for many 
years. The audience was well rewarded by witnessing an entertainment 
that was perfect in every detail. The introductory remarks by the 
President, Mr. Michael A. Garrigan, were brief, pointed and effective. 
Mr. William A. Byrne came up to the expectations of his many friends 
in his learned, masterly and interesting address. The audience by its re-
peated encores threatened to exhause the repertory of the skilled q4ar-
tette, consisting of Messrs. Herman Dittmar, Anthony Elsaesser, Joseph 
Molengraft and Edmund Otting. With that born actor, Mr. John P . 
Murphy, directing the playlet and assisted by a corps of finished Thes-
pians, anticipations ran high. But they could not run too high for this 
clever cast. The sketch went off without a hitch, "Pat" kept the house 
in constant laughter, and all the participants proved that they have lost 
none of their histrionic abilities of college days. The cast : 
BOTH MASTERS AT ONCE. 
Major Timothy Puffjacket, of a choleric disposition . .. .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. Al. B. Steltenpohl. 
Mr. Charles Livingstone, in love and out of funds ..... .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. Jos. C. Topmoeller. 
Philip, Puffjacket's nephew ....... ... .. . . Mr. L. Elmer Conway. 
Pat Clancy, too willing by far ...... ... . . .. Mr. John P. Murphy. 
Andy, Pat's brother, also in service ..... Mr. Eugene B. Sullivan. 
The musical numbers, rendered by the college orchestra, and the 
quartette were under the direction of Mr. J. Alfred Schehl. 
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'77. Mr. Clement J. Bamhom, the distinguished artist, delivered an 
illustrated lecture on "Japan" at the Public Library on February 15. 
'81. Manifestly, Mr. Charles J. Koehler is enjoying remarkable suc-
cess in his life-work. The following article is taken from the University 
of Detroit Magazine: 
"The University of Detroit is to be congratulated in obtaining the 
services of the eminent Professor Charlemagne Koehler, A. M., a teacher 
of oratory and dramatic work, 'a Shakespearian reader without a peer,' 
a man of national reputation-'a prince of entertainers' whose natural 
talent in Tragedy and Comedy has delighted audiences all over the 
United States. Educated at St. Xavier's College, Cincinnati, Ohio, he 
adopted the stage as his profession. After graduation a year with Mr. 
Thomas W. Keene, a season in Gilbert and Sullivan's Operas, and then 
he was engaged by Mr. Lawrence Barrett. He was considered so good 
an actor that he remained with Mr. Barrett for six years, playing both 
comedy and tragedy with the Booth-Barrett and Booth-Modjeska com-
bines. He left the stage on the death of Mr. Barrett and has devoted his 
time to teaching, coaching and staging amateur dramatics. For fifteen 
years he was professor at Georgetown University, Washington, D. C., 
where his debators never lost a contest, although debating with the most 
prominent universities of the country. He also taught at the Catholic 
University, the Apostolic Mission House, the Paulists, and the Domini-
cans. He occupied the Chair of Oratory at Notre Dame for two years, 
and the debaters he coached were the talk of the West. Several old 
English and German comedies, Shakespere's 'As You Like It,' and many 
vaudeville performances were the delight of large audiences in South 
Bend, being artistic with professional excellence." 
'91. · There is no doubt about Uncle Sam being satisfied with the 
work of Mr. Thomas A. Flynn, District Attorney for the State of 
Arizona. 
'98. The Alumni Association extends its heartfelt sympathy to 
Rev. Paul L. Blakely, S. J., Associate Editor of "Amern:a," on the death 
of his father, Laurie J. Blakely (Litt. B. '14). 
'98. The unnamed "great" in the article by Father Blakely, printed 
in this issue of the Athenaeum, may pardon the mention of their names 
here. The Vice-President is, of course, Rev. Albert C. Fox, S. J. The 
"medal man" is Mr. Carl Sloctemyer. A "fourth," professor of Ethics, 
is Rev. Charles H. Cloud, S. J. The professor of Philosophy is Rev. F. 
A. Meyer, S. J. The State's Attorney is Mr. Stephens L. Blakely, 
brother of the writer. The "legal counsellor" is Mr. John A. Deasy, and 
the theologian is Rev. William A. Clark, S. T. L. Rev. Aloysius H. 
Rohde, S. J., the "missionary" mentioned in Fr. Blakely's article, enjoyed 
a visit at the college recently, after concluding a mission at Dennison, 
Ohio. 
'99. At last, Cincinnati is on the map, as far as Grand Opera is con-
cerned. And it was left for a Xavier Alumnus to accomplish the feat of 
putting Cincinnati in her proper sphere. To Mr. J. Herman Thuman, 
Dramatic Editor of the Enquirer, is due the credit, both for the coming 
of the opera companies and for the remarkable success attained here. 
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'00. Not in the least troubled by the recent "leak investigation," 
Mr. John Brodber~er has increased his brokerage business to wonderful 
proportions. 
'02. Mr. Edward Tracy, in the very near future, will deliver a series 
of lectures to the lodges of the Knights of Columbus throughout Ken-
tucky. 
'05. Mr. John Bunker, the author of the poem "The Nativity," and 
a number of shorter poems, has taken up his residence in New York to 
devote himself exclusively to magazine writing. 
This class again came to the front in the person of its President, 
Mr. Albert W. Leibold, of the Leibold-Gott Construction Company, with 
an offer of sweaters to the college basketball team if it won the majority 
of its college games. Needless to say, with such inducements the games 
were won and the sweaters are now in the possession of the players. 
Achievements that deserve greater prominence than they have as 
yet received were the successful staging of two of Monsignor Benson's 
plays by the children of St. Edward's School, under the direction of 
Rev. Francis A. Reardon. "The Upper Room" and "The Nativity" have 
been presented in a manner that proved that the successful rendition of 
these plays by children is by no means impossible. Their uplifting in-
fluence on participants and spectators is incalculable. 
'06. Mr. Frank Lothschuetz, of Springfield, Ohio, has retired from 
participation in the political game, and is now conducting the leading 
men's furnishing store, in that thriving community. 
Mr. Albert I. Murray has an important position as cashier of the 
Cincinnati branch of the New York Life Insurance Company, 
'07. During the month of January, Cincinnati was stirred to its 
very depths by the Federal investigation into the election frauds of 1916. 
Much of the success of the investigation is due to Mr. James R. Clark, 
Assistant U. S. District Attorney. 
'07. From distant Seattle comes the announcement of the wedding 
of Dr. Charles J. McDevitt, connected with the U. S. Public Health 
Service, and Miss Katharine O':N eill. The happy event took place on 
February 7. 
'OB. The local grand chapter of the Omega Upsilon Phi medical 
fraternity wanted a real "live wire" for Grand Editor of its official or-
gan and therefore elected Dr. William J. Topmoeller. 
Mr. Raymond Babbitt stopped off to see his old friends in Cincin-
nati recently, on his way from the East to the city the " Babbitts" made 
famous, Flagstaff, Arizona. 
'11. The Gwynne Building seems to be a popular place for our 
Alumni attorneys. Mr. Willard Poland is the latest Alumnus to open 
law offices in that building. 
Mr. John C. Thompson, who, it will be remembered, at one time was 
the efficient Advertising Manager of the Athenaeum, now holds forth in 
his law office in Bell Block. 
'111. Mr . . Emmett Silk, formerly with the Cambria Steel Co., has 
given up the steel business to become a disciple of Blackstone. 
Jn illlltmnriam. 
At Grand Rapids, on Tuesday, December 26, Rt, Rev. Henry J. 
Richter, D. D., Bishop of Grand Rapids, died after a brief illness. 
Bishop Richter was born in Germany, in the year 1838, and came to 
America at the age of sixteen. Having made his preparatory studies at 
St. Xavier's College and at Mt. St. Mary's Seminary, he went to Rome 
in 1860, where, five years later, he was ordained priest. On returning to 
Cincinnati he became a member of the faculty of Mt. St. Mary's Semi-
nary, and, in 1876, became the first pastor of St. Lawrence Church, Price 
Hill. His merit as an excellent administrator of ecclesiastical affairs 
was soon recognized, and in 1883 he was appointed and consecrated 
Bishop of Grand Rapids. During his lengthy episcopate, the diocese 
flourished and grew to its present flourishing condition. 
'83. Rev. Joseph A. Shee, chaplain of the Convent of the Good 
Shepherd, succumbed after a protracted illness on Saturday, January 21. 
After graduation from St. Xavier College, Father Shee pursued his theo-
logical studies in Rome where he was ordained in 1888. When he re-
turned to Cincinnati he . was assigned to the assistant pastorship at St. 
Patrick's Church, and later was made Professor of Languages at St. 
Gregory's Preparatory Seminary. Assuming the pastorate of St. Ed-
ward's Church, he guided the destinies of that parish for several years, 
but resigned to become Rector of Mt. St. Mary's Seminary. The latter 
position he held until 1912, when ill health forced him to resign. The 
following year his appointment to the Chaplaincy of the Convent was 
followed by his appointment as Spiritual Director of the Archdiocesan 
Union of Holy Name Societies, which position he held until his death . 
Mr. Laurie J. Blakely, Litt. B., '14. 
" 'Mr. Blakely's character had something of the courteous, gentle, 
but independent and uncompromising chivalry of old. He was a knight 
without fear and without reproach. The source of his sterling quality 
was deep. The foundation of his manly virtue was in his religious con-
viction and practice. Little did he care for the material goods of this 
world. His heart was set on higher things. Counting his friends among 
the various denominations by hundreds, he was known by all to be a 
Catholic, true to his country, sincerely interested in his country's welfare 
because he was true to his religion and to his God. He respected the 
views and convictions of others, and his large circle of friends honored 
him for the firmness of his convictions. He was a man, honest and just. 
"His desire was to do good on a much larger scale than was possi-
ble in his position. His success may not always have appeared in glori-
ous lustre before the world. But his life was a blessing to his family, 
and is a sweet memory and inspiration for all who knew him. His good 
deeds are written in the Book of Life. His great ideals, his manly con-
victions, his glowing love and kind affection will always be remembered 
by his admiring students, his co-workers of the faculty, and especially 
by the writer, who revered and loved in Mr. Blakely one of the sincerest 
friends and an enthusiastic and self-sacrificing supporter of St. Xavier 
College."-(Rev. F. Heiermann, in Xaverian News, February, 1917.) 
R. I. P. 
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Alumni ltrertnry. 
(Insertion of card for 1917, 110 cents.) 
Berning, Joseph, President, The 
Jos. Berning Printing Co., 124-
128 East Eighth St. Tels. C. 
781-782. 
Burns, William T., Professor, Xav-
ier Academ~ Avondale. Hotel 
Anderson. l el. M. 2240. 
Cloud, Francis H. & Cox, Robert 
M., General Insurance, 304 First 
Nat'! Bank Bldg. Tel. M. 825. 
Cloud, j. Dominic, Certified Public 
Accountant, 304 First Nat'! Bank 
Bldg. Tel. M. 825. 
Cloud, Joseph A., State Agent 
Phoemx Assurance Co., 304 First 
Nat'l Bank Bldg. Tel. M. 825. 
Coffin, C. Louis, Export Manager, 
Cosgrave, Otway J., Judge of 
Court of Common Pleas, Havlin 
Hotel, City. Tel. C. 3780. 
The United States Playing Card 
Co., Norwood. Tel. Ridge 220. 
Crowe, E. Milton, Buyer of Grain. 
Piqua, Ohio. 
Dohan, Thomas j., Shoe Merchant, 
Springfield, Ohio. Tel. Bell M. 
2103. 
Dorger, Herbert j., Cashier Cum-
minsville German Bank, 4004 
Spring Grove Ave. Tel. Park 
1346. 
Dunlap, Anthony B., Attorney at 
Law, 503 St. Paul Bldg. Tel. M. 
2880. 
Eagen, Thomas S., with The Proc-
tor & Gamble Co., Ivorydale, 0. 
Tel. Glendale 14-L. 
Elsaesser, A. C., Restaurants, 532 
Walnut St. and 38 E. Sixth St. 
Tels. C. 1666-Y, C. 3008. 
Enneking, Harry J., Vice-Presi-
dent, The Hamilton County 
Bank, Woodburn Ave. and Madi-
son Road. Tel. Woodburn 3058. 
Enneking, Lawrence J., Peoples 
Bank & Savings Co., Fourth and 
Elm Sts. Tel. M. 78. 
Fitzpatrick, john E., Attorney at 
Law, 54-55 Wiggins Block. Tel. 
M. 413. 
Frohmiller, L. J., President, The 
J. B. Schroder Co., Builders' 
Hardware, 133 E. Fifth St. Tel. 
M. 2431. 
Geoghegan, Thomas M., Insurance, 
1720 First Nat'! Bank Bldg. Tel. 
M. 392-393. 
Geoghegan, Wm. A., Judge of the 
Common Pleas Court, 853 Beech-
er St. Tel. Woodburn 2856-Y. 
Gerlin~, Jos. T., Sanitary Cup and 
Service Co., 700 Gwynne Bldg. 
Tel. C. 5207. 
Gibson, John E., Bookkeeper, The 
E. J. Nolan Plumbing Co., 129 E. 
Canal St. Tel. C. 2049. 
Bushart, Dr. J. Homer, Dentist, 
Mercantile Library Bldg. 
Kates, Philip, Attorney, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. 
King, John L., Cashier, Claude 
Ashbrook & Co., Brokers, 720-
729 Union Trust Bldg. 
Kuhlman, Leo G., Electrical En-
gineer, B. A. Wesche Electric 
Co., 327 E. Sixth St. Tel. C. 3238. 
Leibold, Albert W., Leibold-Gott 
Buildmg Co., 132 E. Fourth St. 
Tel. M. 1780. 
Littleford, Wm., Lawyer, 701-706 
Gwynne Bldg. Tel. C. 974. 
Lothschuetz, Frank X., Haber-
dasher, 31 E. High St., Spring-
field, Ohio. 
McCarthy, Edward A., Cost Ac-
countant, The Cincinnati Soap 
Co., Spring Grove and Clifton 
Aves. Tel. Park 1117. 
Moormann, Gregor B., Attorney at 
Law, 1210-13 Traction Bldg. Tel. 
M. 2752. 
Nurre, Frank A., Insurance, 1002 
First Nat'l Bank Bldg. Tels. M. 
613-614. 
Poland, Willard N., Attorney at 
Law, 609 Gwynne Bldg. Tel. C. 
3275. 
Poland, Wm. B. & Co., Real Es• 
tate, 18 E. Fourth St. Tel. M. 
1835. 
Powell & Smiley, Attorneys at 
Law, 508-509 Provident Bank 
Bldg. Tel. C. 2256. 
Rettig, Martin, Artist, 118 E . 
Fourth St. Tel. M. 4358. 
Rielag, John H., Hats and Caps, 
1120 Main St. Tel. C. 659. 
Ryan, Hoadly, The Ryan Soap Co., 
2641 Sl?ring Grove Ave. 
Ryan, Richard A., Insurance, 522 
Hawthorne Ave. 
Schmidt, Walter S., The Fred'k A. 
Schmidt Co., Real Estate, 136 E. 
Fourth St. Tel. M. 1780. 
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Sebastiani, James A., Secretary and 
Treasurer, The Cincinnati Iron & 
Steel Co., Front, Freeman, Carr 
and Sargent Sts. Tel. W. 361. 
Stadermann, Albert L., Secretary 
and Engineer, Citizens Independ-
ent Telephone Co., 120 S. Sev-
enth St., Terre Haute, Ind. 
Sullivan, J. J. & Co., Funeral Di-
rectors, 235 E. Fourth St. Tels. 
M. 1600-1601. 
Theissen, John B., Attorney at 
Law, 201-202 Covington Savings 
Bank & Trust Co. Bldg., Coving-
ton, Ky. Tel. S. 501. 
Thompson, John C., Attorney at 
Law, 305 Bell Block. Tel. C. 
1830. 
Verkamp, Paul H., G. H. Verkamp 
& Sons, also Vice-President Es-
terman-Verkamp Co. Tel. M. 
1215. 
Wenstrup, Frank J., Merchant Tai-
lor, 1011-1012 Union Central 
Bldg. Tel. M. 3911. 
Wesselman, Albert, Sales Manager, 
The Richardson Paper Co., 
Lockland. Tel. Valley 1070. 
Wiechelmann, Dr. C. J., Physician 
and Surgeon, 5 Garfield Place. 
Tel. C. 5687. 
!\lumnt &ubstribers tn t!Je !\t!Jenaeum. 
Dr. John M. Blau 
Karl A. Braun 
George W. Budde 
Dr. Harry R. Carroll 
Albert D. Cash 
Paul Cassidy 
Rev. William Clark 
J. Dominic Cloud 
C. Louis Coffin 
Rev. Robert G. Connor 
Hon. Otway ]. Cosgrave 
E. Milton Crowe 
Joseph Debar 
Edward T. Dixon 
Joseph F. Dohan 
Herbert J. Dorger 
Martin G. Dumler 
Thomas S. Eagen 
Anthony C. Elsaesser 
H. B. Esterman 
James W. Farrell 
Hon. Bernard C. Fox 
W. E. Fox 
Arthur R. Frey 
L. J. Frohmiller 
John F. Gannon 
Francis A. Gauche 
Alfred T. Geisler 
Thomas M. Geoghegan 
Hon. Wm. A. Geoghegan 
Joseph T. Gerling 
John E. Gibson 
James J. Grogan 
Rev. D. M. Halpin 
Rev. Joseph M. Hare 
A. B. Heilemann 
Heilker & Heilker 
Sylvester Hickey 
Dr. Herman H. Hoppe 
Louis J. Hoppe 
Dr. ]. Homer Hushart 
Dr. Edward D. King 
Rev. Charles Knipper 
Dr. Francis F. Kramer 
E. Kuhlman 
George H. Kuhlman 
Rev. F. M. Lamping 
J. H. Linnemann 
William Littleford 
Frank X. Lothschuetz 
F . E. Mackentepe 
William ]. Manley 
Arthur Merk 
Ancel C. Minor 
P. Lincoln Mitchell 
Rev. James A. Moore 
Ed. C. Moormann 
Gregor B. Moormann 
Paul K . Moormann 
T. J. Mulvihill 
John P. Murphy 
Joseph Niehaus 
Wm. H. Peters 
Charles Purdy 
C. J. Rattermann 
Rev. Francis Reardon 
Rev. Joseph Reverman 
Harry H. Rieckelman 
Joseph P. Rogers 
Matt. J. Roll 
Hoadly Ryan 
John J. Ryan 
Alfred Schehl 
Walter S. Schmidt 
James A. Sebastiani 
A. L. Stadermann 
Rev. George J . Steinkamp 
J . N. Templeton 
Rev. L. A. Tieman 
Dr. Wm. C. Topmoeller 
Rev. F. J. Walsh 
Frank J. Wenstrup 
I EDUCATIONAL NOTES 
Donations to The month of December, 1916, witnessed a remarkable 
Colleges. number of donations to colleges throughout the country. 
We are indebted to the St. Mary's College "Exponent," 
of Dayton, for the following list, from which we have omitted a number 
of smaller donations: 
"The largest single gift to an American college was that given by 
Charles M. Schwab to his Alma Mater, St. Francis College, Loretto, Pa. 
The sum of $2,000,000 was the magnificent token of appreciation and 
loyalty. 
Other gifts during the month of December were the following: 
Dec. 1.-$250,000 to the University of Chicago Medical School, from 
Martin A. Ryerson, of Chicago, Ills. 
$134,000 to Northwestern University, from James G. Pat-
ten, Evanston, Ills. 
$55,000 to Lawrence University, from Edwin St. Clair, Ap-
pleton, Wis. 
Dec. 3.-$600,000 to Columbia University, from unnamed donor. 
Dec. 4.-$200,000 to University of Chicago Medical School, from 
Charles H . Ruddoch, New York. 
Dec. 7.-$75,000 to Methodist College, Tokyo, from M. Katsuko, 
New York. 
$500,000 to Yale University, from Charles W. Harkness, 
New York. 
Dec. 9.-$250,000 to Muskingum College (0.), from various donors. 
Dec. 13.-$100,000 to Brown University, from unnamed donor. 
Dec. 17.-$500,000 to Cincinnati University, from F. H . Baldwin, 
Boston, Mass. 
Dec. 18.-$500,000 to Hamline University, from various donors. 
$55,000 to Westminster College, from unnamed donor. 
Dec. 19.-$500,000 to Chicago University Medical Scheol, from vari-
ous donors. 
Dec. 20.-$300,000 to Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, from un-
named donor. 
Of the foregoing, "Campaigns for Colleges" brought results from 
the generosity of alumni and friends for the following colleges and 
universities : 
Muskingum College, Muskingum, 0 ., $250,000. 
Hamline University, $500,000. 
Chicago University Medical School, $500,000. 
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It seems to be all a matter of education. The time is past when 
alumni can say "we paid for our education." The spirit of generosity 
forbids such utterances. A man's Alma Mater today is looked up to with 
pride, no matter how small or old-fashioned she may be. Charles 
Schwab might have given his $2,000,000 to the University of Pittsburg or 
to Yale, but gratitude prompted 1him to give his gift to little Loretto 
College, lost in the hills of Pennsylvania." 
It will of course be noticed that all the above donations, except that 
to St. Francis College, were made to institutions already heavily en-
dowed. 
Requirements According to a recent announcement of Northwestern 
For Law. University, three years of college work instead of one 
will be required for entrance in the Law department of 
that institution. In addition to this, four years of legal studies will be 
required for the degree of LL. B. or J. D. Holders of an A. B. or a B. S. 
degree may, however, under certain conditions, complete the course in 
three years as hitherto. There are now eight law schools in the country 
requiring three years of college work or more, and it is expected that 
about twenty others now requiring two years will soon add a third to 
their requirements. 
Medical Requirements. The Educational Number of the Journal of the 
American Medical Association for 1916 makes 
the following announcement regarding entrance requirements for med-
ical schools: 
"After January 1, 1918, the minimum requirement for admission to 
acceptable medical schools will be two years (sixty semester hours) of 
work in a college of arts and sciences, approved by the Council of Med-
ical Education, or its equivalent as demonstrated by an examination ap-
proved by the Council." 
Boston College. Boston College, the largest Jesuit college in the East, 
has an enrollment of 640 in its college department, all 
in the A. B. course. Of these 328 are Freshmen. A Freshman class of 
over 500 is expected next year, and a total college attendance of more 
than a thousand. The new college buildings rank with the best colleges 
in the country in beauty of site and design. The attendance in the High 
School department is 1,430. Holy Cross has over GOO college students, 
Fordham about 325 and Georgetown around 250. 
Endowment of In an article on College Endowments, published in 
Catholic Colleges. the Educational Review, Rev. Henry S. Spalding, 
S. J.. of Loyola University, Chicago, quotes the fol-
lowing from a report of a committee of the North Central Association 
on Catholic Institutions : 
"These (Catholic) teachers do not receive any pay and have no pri-
vate contracts with the institutions but are under the general control of 
the orders to which they belong. Many of the institutions undoubtedly 
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receive in this way services that represent a large endowment. The 
members of the orders are trained by long courses which they pursue 
before admission to the order, so that the services rendered in these in-
stitutions can unhesitatingly be accepted as representing large money 
value. 
"Furthermore the permanency of policy within the institution is 
guaranteed by the control exercised by the religious order. . . . . The 
grounds for demanding an endowment in these institutions, seem, there-
fore, to be relatively slight. In the judgmept of your committee it would 
be entirely proper to accept as a substitute for endowment a statement 
of the services rendered by religious orders. Where the institution has 
a considerable number of members of the faculty it would seem entirely 
legitimate to compute the services of these instructors as the equivalent 
of income from endowment." 
* * * * * 
The yearly tuition at the Harvard Medical School is $225.00. Yet 
the cost of maintenance for a year averages more than a thousand dol-
lars per student. 
* * * * * 
The following interesting items are gleaned from the Creighton 
Chronicle: 
At the University of California one hundred and fifty seniors have 
pledged themselves to pay an endowment assessment of $19.50 into the 
class trust fund by April first, 1921. Of this amount $7.50 is to be paid 
immediately to defray the expenses of commencement week and create 
a class treasury large enough to keep the organization of the class firm. 
An installment of three dollars will be payable on the note each y<!ar 
from 1917 to 1921. At the end of twenty years, a reunion will be held 
and the sum in the treasury augmented by contributions which will be 
used as an endowment trust fund of the Class of 1917. 
Holy Cross College is raising a Diamond Jubilee fund toward which 
two recent gifts were made, one of ten thousand dollars and the other 
of one thousand dollars. 
The Widener Library at Harvard, which now contains 1,888,542 
volumes, is said to be the largest library in the United States. Yale 
ranks next with a library of one million books. 
The Columbia University library now contains 575,000 volumes. 
By the way, did you hear that the medical school of another 
Jesuit university has been given the "Class A" rating by the 
American Medical Association? Yes; it's a fact: Creighton Uni-
versity, Omaha, Nebraska, is now on the highest heights of 
honor, whither she has been preceded by Georgetown, Fordham, 
St. Louis and Marquette. 
CHRONICLE 
Our New Rector. When classes resumed on January 2, the student 
body became aware that on the day before Rev. 
James McCabe, S. J., had succeeded Rev. Francis Heiermann, who had 
been Rector of the College since July, 1911. St. Xavier is fortunate in-
deed in thus having one of her own alumni to guide her destinies, one 
too who has had a successful record in executive positions, · as President 
of St. Mary's College, Kansas, and of Marquette University, Milwaukee, 
and as Vice-President of Detroit University. 
Reception to The reception hurriedly arranged took the nature of a 
Fr. Rector. farewell to Father Heiermann and a welcome to Father 
McCabe. Addresses were delivered by Thomas Gallagher, 
President of the Senior class, in behalf of the college, and by Edward 
Roelker, President of Fourth Year High, representing the High School 
department. The orchestra performed in its usual creditable fashion. 
Christmas In pursuance of a custom that may be now considered 
Entertainment. as well established, the last afternoon of class before 
the holidays was devoted to exercises calculated to in-
still a little of the Christmas spirit before the students separated for the 
vacation. The declamations delivered by John Reardon, Stanley Mc De-
vitt, Cecil Chamberlain and Aaron Stone all tended to carry out the pur-
pose of the exercises. In addition to the musical numbers given by the 
College Orchestra and Glee Club, a piano solo by Eugene Eckerle, a 
violin duet by L. Oberschmidt and Cletus Kunz, a saxophone solo by 
John Eckerle and a vocal rendition of Noel by Louis Rutledge were 
especially well received. The purpose of the entertainment was ex-
plained, and the greetings of the students expressed in a brief address 
, by Thomas Gallagher. 
Sophomore Day. Owing to the mid-year examinations the celebration 
of the feast of St. John Chrysostom, Patron of the , 
Sophomores, had to be · transferred to Monday, January 29. It is doubt-
ful if the Saint ever received a more elaborate tribute in Memorial Hall 
than that given him by the Sophomores of this year under the direction 
of their professor, Father Mark Cain, S. J. Orations were delivered in 
five different languages. That in French was given by Stanley McDe-
. vitt, the German by Leo Oberschmidt, the Latin by Joseph McCarthy, 
the Greek by Joseph Kattus and the English by John Frey . . The poem 
read by Joseph Welply, "A Dream of Great Orators," will appear in the 
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next issue of the Athenaeum. An especially noteworthy feature of the 
entertainment was the abundance of excellent music rendered by the 
musical talent in the class. The Sophomore orchestra and the Sopho-
more glee club each appeared several times on the program as did also 
the double quartette, with Albert Gellenbeck as soloist. A violin solo by 
Leo Oberschmidt and a guitar and mandolin duet by John Frey and 
Francis Verkamp complete the long list of musical numbers. The music, 
which was under the direction of Joseph Broering, gave proof of long 
and faithful practice. Too much cannot be said in praise of the excel-
lence of the whole programme. 
Mid-Year ABSembly. The announcement of the results of the mid-year 
examinations and the awarding of honors took 
place .on the afternoon of January 31. The honors of the Sophomore 
class were awarded to Joseph McCarthy, while Robert Dolle was the 
leader in Freshman class. In the high school department Fourth Year 
presented a novel situation with Vincent Latscha and Edward Roelker 
tied for the leadership with an average of 96.4. The leaders in the other 
classes were: Third Year, Joseph Schumacher; Second Year A, Edward 
Overberg; Second Year B, Gregory Forsthoefel; First Year A, Louis 
Mazza; First Year B, Bernard Wuellner; First Year C, Leonard Von der 
Brink. 
SOCIETIES. 
Senior Sodality. Sodality affairs are still humming along at the pace 
set at the beginning of the year. Our Entertainment 
Section has presented the "Little Flower" lecture to over five thousand 
people to date. Our Federation Section has actually . seen one of its 
desires fulfilled,-read about the Federation in your Catholic paper. Our 
Goerres Section, now under new management, is striking mighty blows 
for the Catholic press, out of. school and in,-everybody in the College 
now reads some Catholic periodical, and most everybody reads more 
than one. · The Mission Section still gathers in the pennies for the sup-
port of our missions and is collecting old stamps by the thousand for 
the same purpose. The Ozanam Section is handling its multitudinous 
activities with its customary "push"; the hospital visitors, the probation 
officers, the social service workers, the catechists and the waste bureau 
collectors are combining efficiency and good-will to' accomplish truly 
wonderful results. Best of all, the Sodalists are not forgetting to work 
for their own goodness, as the Eucharistic Section can testify. 
We had our mid-year election at the first February meeting. Mr. 
Thomas A. Gallagher is once more our Prefect, with John E. Reardon 
as First Assistant and Raymond H. Backhus as Second Assistant. 
J. PAUL SPAETH, Sec'y. 
Philopedian Society. The results of the election of officers for the sec-
ond term were as follows: Vice-President, Thomas 
Gallagher; Recording Secretary, Gordon Gutting; Corresponding Secre-
tary, John Hardig; Treasurer, J. Paul Spaeth; Censors, Joseph McCarthy 
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and Cornelius Jansen; Committee on Debates, John Hogan, James Po-
land and Earl Westerfield. 
The following were chosen by the Philopedian to represent the so-
ciety in the annual public debate for the Verkamp medal: John E. Rear-
don, Raymond J. McCoy and Earl Westerfield on the affirmative, and 
Thomas A. Gallagher, John S. Hogan and Gordon Gutting on the nega-
tive. John Hardig was elected chairman. Compulsory Arbitration for 
Public Utilities Disputes will be the subject for discussion. The debate 
will take place Tuesday evening, March 20. 
Junior Literary Despite examinations, high school basketball games 
Society. and other distractions, the Junior Literary has man-
aged to hold several interesting debates, since the last 
appearance of the Athenaeum. The subjects discussed were: A Food 
Embargo, Single Term of Six Years for the President, The Adamson 
Law, and Germany's Submarine Warfare. 
The election of officers for the second term resulted as follows : 
Vice-President, Vincent Latscha; Recording Secretary, Edward Roelker; 
Corresponding Secretary, Thomas Brady; Treasurer, John Roche; Cen-
sors, Michael Brearton and Basil Haneberg; Committee on Debates, 
Albert Broering, Jacob Volk and Anthony Riesenberg. 
Junior Sodality. The Juni~r Sodality has chosen the following officers 
for the second semester: Prefect, George Saffin ; First 
Assistant, Robert Thorburn; Second Assistant, George Snider ; Secretary, 
' William McCoy; Treasurer, Everett Hogan; Custodians, Charles Brady 
and Joseph Clarke; Librarians, Joseph Miller and Edward Overberg ; 
Sacristans, Aaron Stone and Cyril Heile; Organist, Bernard Broering; 
Consultors, George Lamott, T. Maloney, A. Hoenemeyer, B. Froehle, 
Edward O'Connor, G. Forsthoefel, Ralph Buzek and Robert Gunning. 
CLASS NOTES. 
COLLEGE. 
Senior. The Senior Class has been going along right nicely and all are 
in the best of spirits. 
The class shared honors with Sophomore in obtaining three places 
on the Philopedian Prize Debate, when Gallagher, Hogan and McCoy 
were selected as contenders for the medal to which so much glory is 
attached. 
The Senior Class was the last to go through the ordeal of mid-year 
examinations. But all successfully survived the strain and proved that 
the class possesses some qualities other than social. 
Our illustrious president, Mr. Gallagher, who is a true son of the 
"auld sod," took his friends by storm when he received the highest note 
in college German. 
Have you noticed the good work of the basketball team lately? 
Much credit for it is due, no doubt, to Al Conway, otherwise known as 
"Cap." 
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T,he members of the class have taken up star gazing. Some found 
astronomy best for this purpose, while others preferred gazin'g on ani-
mate stars in biology, 
There are two firms that will not go out of business for lack of trade 
as long as McCoy continues to wear glasses and uses a fountain pen. 
Mac has considerable trouble with these necessary articles and it takes 
quite a bit of his income to keep them in repair. 
Manager J. J. Maloney is busy preparing an attractive schedule for 
the baseball team. . ALBERT STEINKAMP. 
Sophomore. How we did work during the Christmas holidays preparing 
for the examinations I The success achieved was well worth 
the efforts. A majority of the class received honors. Joe McCarthy 
sprung quite a surprise by capturing highest honors. "Demos" Reardon 
was the "proxime accessit." 
What greater tribute could be paid to a class affair than that the 
President should praise it before the whole student body. We will bet 
a St. John Chrysostom celebration was never so praised before. That 
"Cap" Broering is going to be a second "Kunwald." 
Sophomore surely did its little share to help out the college basket-
ball team with Kattus, Klein and Oberschmidt on the squad. 
Agony Column: 
Macke wants to know if that Dog Star mentioned in Epode 2 is in 
the Sandwich Islands. 
Why is peace like Lent? 
No subscriptions. Cheer up, boys! Just forty days. 
Mc.: Have you a Latin Thesaurus? 
K.: Why, do we take that up next half? 
Famous Class-Room Pests: 
The sniffler. 
The late arrival who stumbles over your feet. 
The fellow who practices economy in paper investments. 
The bright light who wants to show his interest in the lectures by 
asking questions. 
The speed merchant who wants to know what the professor said a 
minute ago when you are trying hard to find out what he is saying now. 
And, worst of all, the dark-eyed demon that takes the absentees. 
GEORGE KEARNS. 
Freshman. The activity which characterized the efforts of Freshman 
class at the beginning of the school year has continued un-
abated during the past few months. The greatest zeal in the various 
sections of the Senior Sodality is invariably manifested by Freshmen. 
The same spirit has also been effectually displayed in class affairs. 
The announcement of the addition of the Junior Year to the college 
course created quite a sensation in the class. 
Mutual admiration is a becoming fad to many members of the class. 
For instructions seek Mr. Byrne. 
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·If the Saltus Lyricus were approved of by our different professors, 
what a heaven our studies would become. For instance, a very difficult 
problem is given to solve. Turn to your answer book, find the answer· 
and, there, you are finished,-"a bound of graceful hardihood," as Words-
worth terms it, from proposition to answer, thus eliminating the tiresome· 
work intervening. 
When Mr. Jim D. came to the lyrical portion of his Latin text dur-
ing the examinations, he began to express his pent up emotions in a 
peculiar crooning melody. While in the midst of his rhapsody, a. com-
passionate professor rudely interrupted him. A member who had left 
the room, ostensibly for a drink, but really for a physician, was hastily 
recalled. 
The class feels highly elated over the election of Cornelius Cue Jan-
sen as head censor of the Philopedian Society and of John Bee Hardig-
as recording secretary. In his whirlwind campaign for votes, Mr. Jansen 
emphatically declared that if he were elected dusty seats and irregular 
rows would be a thing of the past. From his assertions we believe that 
a more accommodating censor never arranged the chairs for a Philope-· 
dian meeting before. 
Mr. Coleman Cook, our talented cartoonist, has been receiving very 
much notice of late. His characteristic drawing of a basketball player 
representing St. Xavier won a place on the bulletin board. Another of 
his excellent drawings is "The Class of '19's Celebration of a Notable-
Event." Owing to its incompletion it has not been. publicly exhibited. 
"It needs just a few additional touches," declares Mr. Cook. 
Since war has assumed the nature of a possibility, many of the crowd' 
have been discussing their future lots. More generals, admirals, aviators, 
etc., you have never heard of. Now and then a member will happen 
along singing "Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori." Others less .. 
classically inclined are satisfied with quoting Sherman. 
ELMER J. TRAME, 
HIGH SCHOOL. 
Fourth Year. In the race for class honors in the last examinations, . 
Latscha and Roelker ran a dead heat, each finishing the: 
first half in 96.4. The last lap of the race ought to produce some lively 
sprinting. Volk, Broering, Haneberg and Maggini were the other first 
honor men. 
Our own "Whitey" Roelker did the honors for the high school at 
the reception to our new Father Rector. All who were present will'. 
surely agree with us in saying that we could not have been better rep-
resented. 
The Eckerle Brothers,-John on the saxophone and Eugene at the-
piano,-added Fourth Year's bit to the Christmas entertainment. The 
encores proved that the new treat was appreciated. 
A beautifully adorned set of resolutions, the work of the class artist, 
Leo Spaeth, with the signatures of all the members of the class and a .. 
spiritual bouquet of masses and other good works testified to the sym--
pathy of the class with their Science and Religion Professor, Father-
Cornell, in the recent death of his sister. 
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Monahan, Feirock, Maggini, Danahy and Bunker are the Fourth 
Year men on the representative basketball teams. In the words of the 
immortal 0. Henry, ''Who could we do without them?" 
Our class team, under Captain Bunker, is leading their league with 
three victories and one defeat. 
What would the college team do without Fourth Year? At all the 
games we furnished the scorer, timer, door-keeper, cashier, the largest 
number of steady, loyal rooters, "general" help, and last, but not least, 
a star player. 
We are now the class of '21. The weighty question now before us is, 
what can possibly rhyme with twenty-one? · 
Our physics department has been newly painted. Perhaps it was to 
lighten the weights. Huh? 
Fr. C.: Guiney, what's a good non-conductor? 
Guiney: A motorman. 
Maggini took his watch to Volk the other day and asked him to fix 
it. Jake looked at the time-piece that made the dollar famous, and said : 
"You don't want a watch-maker, you want a Ford mechanic." 
We were wondering why Latscha and Volk invariably carry an um-
. brella. The mystery was solved when we found that they come to school 
every morning in a Cole-rain. HENRY BUNKER. 
Third Year. Once again let me pause and look back upon the events of 
the past three months, to see if there are any memorable 
marks along the course. Ah, yes, here is one,-the twenty-first of De-
cember. It was on this date that the members of Third High gave a 
very pleasant entertainment at which some of the faculty were present. 
The programme began with a piano selection by Mr. Broering. After 
this our double quartette sang a very mirthful ditty entitled "I'm Romeo, 
I'm Juliet." This was followed by a timely debate on the question, 
"Resolved: That the Eight-Hour Day should be universally adopted in 
the United States." The gold (?) medal was awarded to George Snider. 
Next was a Christmas carol sung by Cornelius Coghlan (alias Caruso) . 
Next in order was a declamation by John Burns. Finally George Saffin 
·read an excellent essay. 
But this is not the only shadow that crowds my memory. We have 
emerged from the frightful mid-year examinations. It was with feverish 
·excitement that we awaited their coming and with feverish brows that 
we dragged ourselves through them. 
The cry "Stand by our President" has been taken up not only in the 
literal meaning of the word but also in the following manner: "Stand 
by our basketball teams." 
Last month it was announced that James Bradley had received the 
appellation "Penrod" on account of his winning ways. We wish to an-
nounce now that the reader was misinformed. The way in which this 
title accrued to him was the following: On the day of the first examina-
tion, he was heard saying, "Oh, for a pen an' rod! My kingdom for a 
pen an' rod!" 
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George Saffin intends to be President of the United States some day. 
He is now taking a course in civics. 
Daniel Stuntebeck (peg-legged Dan) has returned to school after an 
eight weeks' vacation. 
$1,000,000 Mysteries. 
If Burns is hot, is Wulfekuhl? 
If Feldkamp is thin, is John Stauder? 
If the army pitched their tents, would Feldkamp? 
JOSEPH SCHUMACHER. 










Selected from the "Rambler." 
Huwe, what did you hand to Brady? 
A piece of candy, Father. 
Throw it in the waste-basket, Brady. 
I haven't got it. 
What did you do with it? 
I put it on the radiator. 
Take it off, and throw it away. 
I can't, Father, the radi-a-tor. 
After school, Brady. 
(With apologies to Whittier.) 
Oh, for boyhood's time of June, 
Sleeping sound in bed till noon, 
For my taste the ice-cream cone 
"Froze" in Putman's candy zone. 
Blessings on thee, little man, 
Hitching on a moving-van.-(Edward Overberg.) 
Second A has put two basketball teams in the tournament this year, 
and expects both of them to bring home the bacon. The two teams have 
upheld the honor of the class by defeating all their opponents so far. It 
was by a clever foresight that this class was given a room with double 
doors or we would not have room for both pennants. 
The day before examinations began, Fr. Milet led a skating party, 
composed of the class and some of their friends, over to "Ole Kaintuck," 
where an afternoon of winter sport was enjoyed on a beautiful lake in 
"Bradyburgh." 
"The sun that brief December night,"-
Oh, gee, I never say it right; 
But "Snow-Bound," every body knows 
Is slippery for it treats of snows; 
And when I think that I am right, 
I slip-and lo! my task's a fright!-(R. Buzek.) 
In a recent English class, Fr. Milet told us to write a winter descrip-
tion from "Snow-bound," and another description from the "Bare-foot 
Boy." Then a member of our class asked him if the latter also was to 
be a winter description. A. STONE. 
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Second Year B. History repeats itself, for,-but what we started to say 
is that our basketball team has a fine chance for the 
pennant of its league. 
A possible explanation of Jimmy Benz' worried look these days: he 
is said to be financing a new weekly class paper, modestly styled The 
Hungry •Owl, carrying on its staff Mr. Hoenemeyer, managing editor; 
Mr. Schwegel, cartoonist; Messrs. Brink and Bien, reporters, and Mr. 
Kennealy, of local baseball fame, pressman. 
Our old friend, "Nick" De Hof, after trying the co-education system 
at Mt. Healthy High, has joined the fold again. 
Heile is reported to have said that the extra hour doesn't bother him, 
because he generally put it in ;myway. 
As usual, Second B had the largest number of class members taking 
honors at the mid-year distribution. 
As a result of the recent war news, Battling Lorenz of Bellevue has 
again begun preliminary bouts with his sparring partner, Alph Schwegel. 
Says Everett Hogan: The afternoon session has been lengthened to 
three o'clock. Cheer up! All the more chance to get in "jug" I 
Harrison, Ohio, may be a small town but, rain or shine, it sends a 
representative to Second B daily. JOHN O'DAY. 
First Year A. The other day our professor asked a member of our 
most remarkable class to give a sentence containing the 
word "indecorous." This was his answer: "My brother sings the solo, 
and I am in de chorus." 
During the noon recess, some of our famous song-birds enjoy them-
selves singing "Where my heart is, I am going." Can· they mean it? 
A few minutes later they are climbing the stairs to class. 
Sure, Beckmeyer can write poetry. The only trouble is, most of it 
has no meter and doesn't rhyme. 
Our Unanswered Questions. 
If Meister's kettle of "chilly" Carney spilled of its own accord, would 
you call it a W eiskettle? 
If we went to see one of our friends and the Klosterman informed 
us that he had gone Gunning for Foxes, could we find him? 
If his sister fell into the river, would Edward Fisher out? 
Teacher (to pupil): Give the principal parts of any verb. 
Pupil (to neighbor) : What is it? 
Neighbor: Darnifino! 
Pupil: Darnifino, are, avi, atum. 
Teacher: What is that? 
Pupil : Darnifino. 
First Year B. If Bieri were to drop the final "i," the sober aspect of 
First B might be changed a bit. 
Somebody called Feighery " fiery" ; no wonder the poor boy turned 
red. 
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Thorburn says basketball is all right, but the baskets .are not big 
enough for him. 
You can "Betcher" life Becker won't "Ball" when you "Shoeck" him. 
We have an "Elder" McDermott in our room and we are wondering 
if any younger McDermott is going to show up. 
·Ball isn't so big; maybe we can use him in the Indoor League. 
We have two "Cooks" in our class; if we could Schoeck the "F" 
from "Finn," we would have a regular hotel. 
Spell Kramer's name backwards and yo,u have a word with which, 
strange to say, this gentleman seems to be unacquainted. 
First Year C. Messrs. Von der Brink and Arthur Loos, who finished 
first and second respectively in the recent examinations, 
become de facto our President and Vice-President for the second semes-
ter. Their predecessors performed their tasks well, but we are sure the 
new officers will be just as capable. 
Our basketball team has been a huge success, and is now tied for 
first place in its division. 
We are already talking about the great baseball team that will rep-
resent the class in the spring. Needless to say we will make the other 
teams "hump." 
We all offer our sympathy to Harry Hack whose brother died re-
cently. 
We are now trying to master the four conjugations and are looking 
forward with glee ( ?) to the study of syntactical problems. 
To get a bit personal, let it be noted: 
That the inhabitants of the class room below First C frequently get 
worried about the noise in the flat above; but its only one of our heavy 
members moving about; 
That Ed Schwind was sued the other day for breaking Harry Rack's 
ink bottle; Schwind has hired his fellow giant, Hilvert, to defend him; 
That Will Nevin tried to puncture the gym wall the other day; re-
sult, one bad "lamp." 
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE OF COMMERCE. 
The most notable event during the past two months was, of course, 
the change of Presidents. The Social League of the College of Com-
merce and Journalism tendered the retiring President, Father Heier-
mann, and his successor, Father McCabe, a reception. The sincerity 
that characterized the speeches and the proceedings in general was par-
ticularly noticeable and striking. Moeller Hall seldom, if ever, witnessed 
a more enthusiastic assembly. 
We deplore the loss of our Professor of Journalism, Mr. L. J. Blake-
ly. A beautiful tribute to his memory from the pen of Father Heiermann 
and a touching memorial from the students appear in the current num-
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her of "The Xaverian News," together with a biographical sketch from 
his friend and co-worker, Mary Cabell Richardson. 
A number of changes in the teaching staff are to be reported: Felix 
J . Koch, the traveling newspaper and magazine correspondent, has suc-
ceeded the late Laurie J. Blakely in the Chair of Journalism. Theodore 
Geisler has finished his course on Investments and is followed by E. F . 
DuBrul, who is lecturing on Industrial Organization. Alfred T. Geisler 
has taken up the subject of Bailments and Carriers in the class formerly 
under the direction of E. P. Moulinier. Agency and Partnership is oc-
cupying the attention of the First Year Law class which is now in the 
hands of Judge Kennedy. This class has just completed the course in 
Contracts under Stephen R. Hollen. 
The members of the Advertising and Salesmanship class have been 
favored with a number of splendid practical talks by men who are par-
ticularly efficient in their respective lines of business. The lecturers and 
their subjects are as follows : Ben Sexton, sales manager of Charles W. 
Breneman & Co., on "How Advertising Helps Salesmanship"; Oscar M. 
Broker, of the Barnes-Crosby Co., on "Art as an Aid to Advertising and 
Selling"; Jesse M. Joseph on "How to Lay Out a Newspaper Ad"; 
Harry W. Greife, of the Williamson Heater Co., on "House Organs and 
Their Place in Merchandising." Lectures will also be given by Joseph 
Schmidt, of the Mahley & Carew Co.; L. R. Scholl, manager of the 
Western Union Telegraph, and Gordon E. Small, of Direct Advertising 
Service. 
The Annual Reception of the Social League, which was attended by 
more than one hundred couples and was thoroughly enjoyed, was held 
at Columbian Hall on Walnut Hills, Tuesday evening, February 6. The 
regular monthly meeting was held on February 23. The main attrac-
tions were the reports of the various committees, particularly that of the 
committee on the reception, and an illustrated lecture by John B. Hardig 
on "Over the Highways of Alaska." The next Social League meeting 
will be held on the 16th of March, and promises to be a very interesting 
one. The Public Speaking class will furnish the entertainment, which 
will consist in a number of interesting speeches on current topics. 
On February 2, the Alumni of the St. Xavier College of Commerce 
and Journalism held their annual election which resulted as follows: 
Francis Cloud was chosen President; Ambrose Suhre, Vice-President; 
George Ganster, Secretary; Edward Ganster, Treasurer; Matthias Heitz, 
Historian. 
In future, the Alumni Association will hold its meetings on evenings 
when the Social League meets and will join the latter in its social affairs. 
This step will prov~ of incalculable advantage to both organizations. 
It will be a powerful means to realize the hopes of the newly elected 
President of the Association, who, in his speech of acceptance, pledged 
himself and his fellow officers to make of the Alumni Association a 
"live-wire, result-getting and effect-producing organization." 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL. 
The college basketball team, encouraged by the assurance of sup-
port by the students as manifested in the big mas·s meeting before the 
season began, played its first game on December 14, with the St. John's 
Gym five. This game was followed by a series of games at various 
parish gymnasiums, all of which gave the team some real strenuous 
practice for the college games that followed. The other gym teams 
played were Holy Cross, St. George and St. Austin. 
Xavier 15-Moore's Hill 35. 
On January 18, the real work began. It was on that date that we 
journeyed on the B. & 0. to Moore's Hill, where, sad to say, we met 
defeat. The early morning start and the long wait in the country town 
took all the life out of the boys and they were no match for the fast 
"Hoosier" lads on their own big floor. 
Xavier 19-Earlham 39. 
Two days later we met the fast Earlham five on our own floor. 
Earlham had a heavy, well-oiled machine. During the first half the score 
kept pretty close; even for a while in the second half things appeared 
about even, but soon the advantage of weight began to show and several 
shots in quick succession in the last few minutes of play put the result 
beyond a doubt. 
Xavier 35-Cincinnati Dentals 3. 
The team finally hit its stride on January 25 when it defeated the 
team from the Cincinnati Dental College. This victory gave the boys 
the start they wanted and from then on the Saints went right on with-
out a defeat. 
Xavier 32-Moore's Hill 22. 
The very next night the boys lined up against the Moore's Hill ag-
gregation, but this time on our own floor . The difference this point 
makes may be judged from the score. The team that we were no match 
for on January 18, was now unable to withstand the speed and team-
work of our own lads, now that they were plying on their native heath. 
It was a hard battle from start to finish. For a while even Moore's Hill 
had the advantage; but the blue and white warriors were not to be de-
nied and they came back strong enough in the second half to end up on 
the long end of the score. The line-up: 
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Xavier. Points. Points. Moore's Hill. 
Kattus . . ....... . .. 14 ..... • ..• F .. . ....... 6 ...•... . ...... Raw 
Frey ......... . ... · 2. . . . . . . . . F . . . . . . . . . . 8 . .• ..• Rockafellow 
Monahan ........ . 4 ......... C .......... 6 ......... Waisman 
Rieckelman ... . ... 2 ..••• • . • . G .......... 2 .. • .. • ..•. • Wilson 
Oberschmidt ..... 10 .. .. . .... G ........ . .. . .......... Grimsly 
Conway ....... . ...... . . . ....... . .......... . ... . ....... Oberly 
32 22 
Xavier 40-Georgetown 21. 
The biggest game on the schedule resulted in an even more decided 
victory. Georgetown had one of the best teams in Kentucky, but our 
own lads had been improving too steadily and were going too fast to be 
stopped. Kattus especially held the lime-light and des~rves most of the 
credit for the overwhelming victory. He scored 26 of the 40 points. ·rhe 
game proved decidedly that the team was all now that it had been hoped 
it would be. The line-up: 
Xavier. Points. Points. Georgetown. 
Conway . . . . . . . . . . 4. . . . . . . . . F . 
Fech . .. ...... . ... 6 ..... •• .. F. 
. . . . . . . . . 4 . • .. . .•.. . . Taylor 
. . . . . . . . . 2 .... .. . . . . Sullivan 
Kattus ............ 26 . . . . . . . . . C. ..•...... 6 ..• . .• . . Henderson 
Klein .... . . . ...... 4 ......... G . . . . . . . . . . 5 . ... . .. . . .. . Porter 
Rieckelman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . 
Frey ... . ...... .. . . .. . .... ... G . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reagan 
. . • . . • . • . 4 . . • ...... Summers 
Oberschmidt ...... . . . . . . . .... F. 
40 21 
Xavier 40-Wilmington 33. 
On February 15 we met our old football and baseball rivals for the 
first time in basketball. The Xavierites began early in the game and 
soon had a commanding lead. In the second half the enemy took a spurt 
but the score never became really dangerous. The feature of the game 
was the phenomenal goal shooting of Fech, five of whose seven goals 
were from beyond the middle of the floor. The line-up: 
Xavier. Points. 
Fech ............. 14 ........ . F . 
Conway .......... 10 . . .. . .... F . 
Kattus . . ..... . ... 14 . . ... . ... C . 
Rieckelman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . 
Frey .. . ....... . .. 2 .. . ... .. • G . 
40 
Points. Wilmington. 
. . . . . . . . • 2 . • . . . •. .•.. Larkin 
. . . . . . . . • 4 • • • . . • .. . .. Griffin 
. . • . . . . . . 4 ... .. .. . . . . Bussey 
. . . . . • . . • 8 .• •.•••• . • •. • . Carr 
. . . . . . . . . 15 ...... ... ... Smith 
33 
The Season. Though the team had a little trouble in the beginning they 
finished with a very creditable record against college 
teams. Much credit for the work is undoubtedly due to the steady per-
sistent efforts of Captain Conway. ALBERT STEINKAMP. 
THE HIGH SCHOOL TEAM. 
Xavier vs. The game with Woodward on December 15 was one of the 
Woodward. best of the season, though we were defeated by a narrow 
margin. Fech and Feirock furnished the thrills for Xavier, 
while Letty was the star for Woodward. The loyal band of rooters 
present felt confident that if we could get another game with Woodward 
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and have our full regular team on the 'Moor the tables would be reversed. 
Unfortunately, however, this second chance never' came. 
Score: Xavier 94-Woodward 9'1. 
Xavier vs. As the games scheduled with Aurora and St. Mary's, 
University School. Hyde Park, were called off by these teams, our next 
game was with University School on January 19. 
After a fast and snappy game in which the playing of 1Grause and Brink-
man featured, the Blue and White of Xavier came out on top. 
Score: Xavier 31-University 21. 
The University of Cincinnati Tournament. 
Xavier vs. In our first game in the tournament for High 
University School. Schools of the city and surrounding cities, we were 
matched against our recent rivals, and we won 
easily. Monahan was the star and Hart and Grause did fine work in 
keeping down the opponent's score. 
Score: Xavier 29-University School 10. 
Xavier vs. Our first game was played in the morning. In the after-
Middletown. noon we lined up against a strong aggregation from Mid-
dletown. We succeeded in defeating them by a single 
basket. Feirock and Fech starred again, while Grause did fine work 
at guard. Score : Xavier 25-Middletown 23. 
Xavier vs. By the two preceding victories Xavier qualified for the 
Norwood. semi-finals, to be played off the same night. Each Xavier 
player had already played in at least one game that day, 
whereas Norwood owing to its extraordinarily large squad was able to 
put comparatively fresh men in the game. Xavier, however, put up an 
excellent game, Fech, Monahan and Brinkman doing especially fine 
work. The game was close throughout and with the exception of the 
final game furnished no doubt the greatest excitement of any game of 
the tournament for the large crowd of spectators. As Norwood finally 
won the championship and as we were the only Cincinnati team to enter 
the semi-finals we may be justly proud of the record, and we even seem 
to have a claim on the city high school championship. 
Score: Xavier 18-Norwood 23. 
The Cubs. 
The Cubs made up somewhat for the defeat of the big team by 
downing Woodward's second team in a preliminary game on Decem-
ber 15. 
On the 9th of January the Cubs journeyed to Glendale and deliv-
ered a severe walloping to the team representing the High School of 
that prosperous village. Bunker did the greatest damage. 
About a week later these frisky Cubs administered a second defeat 
to Ohio Mechanics Institute second team. Maggini piled up most of 
their points and Schmitz and Bradley succeeded in preventing much 
scoring by the opponents. JOHN DANAHY. 
The Niagara Index. Exchange Editors have manifested a decided ten-
dency of late to theorize. More than half the 
space allotted to them is often taken up with airing their views on 
various general subjects of more or less interest to the college journalist. 
In some cases we were inclined to suspect that the Exchange Editor was 
shirking his duty. It is much easier to generalize than to criticize. In 
several instances, however,. these musings afford food for thought and 
discussion. In the Niagara Index, for example, as a result of a prepon-
derance of articles by former students, in the literary section, we have 
been forced to seek the departments for real student productions, and 
there we have found "Our Table" of particular merit. We have been 
following with great interest the editor's series of studies of the various 
types of literary efforts found in our colleg·e magazines. On one point 
we beg to differ with the clever editor of this department. He bemoans 
the poor qu'ality of the short story in college journals. So do we. He 
advocates a universal "No Fiction" policy. We do not. No one expects 
a perfect short story in a college publication,-at any rate no one should. 
The "knack" is admittedly too difficult. But to be really discriminating, 
even severely so, one need not be a pessimist or a cynic. · Why throw up 
the sponge? If we hope that any of our college men of today are to 
take their places among the short story experts of tomorrow, we cannot 
remove so strong an incentive to the necessary practice as our contem-
porary counsels. Again we find our friend viciously decrying the verse 
and essays in college papers. \Vhy not be consistent? \Vhy not impart 
to the world of college journalism the intelligence that it is time for all 
college magazines to suspend publication? The answer, we feel, is ob-
vious. The avowed purpose of most college papers, if not all, is to pro-
mote literary activity. Their publications make no pretense of having 
the merit or finish of "professionals" in the art. Their artists are still in 
the making, and the college magazine is to stimulate the process, not to 
announce its completion. Eliminate Fiction for other reasons if you will, 
but not because it fails to reach the high standard possible in this diffi-
cult art. 
The Collegian. If all other means of identification were removed a mere 
perusal of the Collegian would satisfy our mind as to 
what journal we had in hand. In other words, the Collegian has in-
dividuality. The short story-we imagine we hear a voice from Niagara 
U. protesting "candidly"-is high above the ordinary run in college pub-
lications, a very distinguishing characteristic, indeed. As a general thing, 
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the essays are pointed, snappy arid the reader can go through them with-
out undergoing any intellectual torment. The editorials are altogether 
in keeping with the high quality of the other features, rather we should 
say the other features measure up to the standard set in the editorials. 
Nothing puerile there, either in technique or in substance. We've sel-
dom read anything on modern modes of mental developing that left a 
better impression than did the editor's brief disquisition in the January 
number on "Educational Short Orders." The magazine breathes the 
strength of St. Mary's, an exuberance of "pep" and college spirit of the 
efficacious variety runs rampant through its pages. However, one thing 
more. The Muse is being slighted by the Collegian's editors. The verse 
output is fair, but below par for the Collegian. Our chief objection, 
however, is to the extreme modesty of the poets-a modesty entirely 
unbecoming the self-assertive Collegian. We read verse written by 
"Sophomore," "A Soph," and "J. H. L." What is wrong, ye wooers of 
the Muse? Such signatures almost make one suspect the student author-
ship of the poems. THOMAS A. GALLAGHER, '1'7. 
BOOK REVIEWS. 
"A Story of Love," by Francis Cassilly, S. J. B. Herder, St. Louis.-
A little book with a big thought is Father Cassilly's latest, "A Story o.f 
Love." People who have many worldly loves, or who think they have.-
and most of. us are of this kind,-are likely to regard the love of God 
as a sort of superhuman prerogative of certain mystical characters called 
saints. For such people Father Cassilly's book especially adapts itself. 
It is a story of love, and everybody loves a love story. But it is a love 
story that is different from most others. For while it is the joy of read-
ing to feel the feelings and think the thoughts of the heroes and heroines 
of our books, after all the things we read there are mostly "just stories." 
But this is a story of a great love, and it is true, and we who read it 
know that the story is our own,-that we are the beloved for whom the 
Lover sighs: "My beloved to Me and I to him." 
The holiness of friendship and love, human and divine, needs to be 
emphasized these days, and the reader will find this beautifully done in 
"A Story of Love." ]. PAUL SPAETH. 
"A Brief Commentary on the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary,'' by Rev. Charles Coppens, S. J. B. Herder, St. Louis.-The 
author has supplied just what sodalists have felt the need for. In clear, 
lucid language the beauties of the Little Office are explained to the 
reader's utmost satisfaction. Yet it is all that the title portends, brief 
and pointed.- The ordinary sodalist will be surprised to learn the full 
significance that lies concealed in those sacred lines of poetry. It will 
not be amiss here to call attention to the fact that the version of the 
Office adopted in the "Commentary"-the one most widely used-is a 
translation from the Latin by Mr. Julius D. Johnson, S.J,, who was a pro-
fessor at St. Xavier in the early fifties, and died at the college June 
11, 1851. THOMAS A. GALLAGHER. 
FRENCH;-
Persons desiring to study French as an accomplishment for professional or 
business purposes are invited to avail themselves of the opportunity of ac-
quiring the knowledge, as well as a pure pronunciation of this beautiful 
language in their home city. 
THE SCHOOL 'OF FRENCH DICTION 
S. W. Cor. Fourth and Sycamore Sts. (Alta Building) 
conducted by Miss Emma Clasgens-who has studied various methods of 
phonetics (for English-speaking people) with the best professors of Paris-
offers this opportunity. 
Miss Clasgens is now also teaching at the Ohio Conservatory 
of Music, Bodman Building. For particulars, 'phone Main 4450. 
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Wea th er Stripping 
REAR 210 EAST EIGHTH ST. 
CINCINNATI 
Store Fixtures and Remodeling a 
Specialty 
Telephone Canal 4463 
).Q)'Jleys. 
Chocolates 
CREST - - - $1.00 
DELECTO 80c 
LOWNEY'S - 60c 
A POUND 
Specialties at 5 and 10 cents too 





~-rcHe"RU hliON. •ie:t 
0(JHrt~U It ll ll~ANai.lb 
P'OR 
HOITlS. CLUBS. RESTAURANTS AND INSTITUTION!I. 
S. E. Cor. Seventh and 
Sycamore Sta. 
Opposite St. Xavier College 
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS 




Fresh Supply of Antitoxine 
and Vaccine Virus 
at all Hours 
S. E. Cor. Fifth and Broadway 






' Office and Mortuary Chapel: 
315 EAST EIGHTH STREET 
Harry J. Gilligan '12 
Benziger's 
Magazine 
The Popular Catholic Family Monthly 
Subscription, .!l.150 per year 
3 years, .15.00 
Novels, Short Stories, Special 
Articles, Numerous Departments, 
1,000 Illustrations a Year, Cur-
rent Even~s, etc. A Continuous 
Message of Good Cheer. 
343 MAIN STREET 
CINCINNATI 
F. X. OWENS 
President 
iDo you know our A. B. C.'s? 
If not, let us introduce you to 
A. B. C. Pies 
Delicious Wholesome Nutritious 
All groceries and restaurants 
The American Baking Co. 
810-830 West Fifth Street 
MENTION THE ATHENAEUM 
Original Leininger Store 
Houses Sold on Easy Payments 
OPPOSITE 
Frederick A. Bien 
Dealer in 
NEW COURT HOUSE 
REAL ESTATE 
JOS. L. LEININGER1 Prop. N. W. Cor. Court and Main Sts. 
Second Floor 
Becker Bros. Co. Young&Carl 
CHOICE Phone Canal 2277 
MEATS Tiffany tone 
Iii Photos 
203 WEST SIXTH STREET SPECIAL RATES TO S'.fUDENTS 
We are exclusive selling agents for 
Johnstont s llnilwauk~~ <thocolat~s 
Maim of "The Appreciated Candy" 
THE ALFRED VOGELER DRUG CO. 
· French-Bauer Ice Cream 
....... 
Celebrated for its 
Purity and Richness 
You know the high -class cream sold at the College Lunch Room 




MAIN 1780 132 EAST FOURTH STREET 
The Apollo Chocolates 
"The Chocolates that are Different" 
AGENTS: 
THE QUEEN CITY CONFECTION CO. 
WHOLESALE CONFECTIONERS 







Are the E ssential Qualities 
in Good Coal 
Our Celebrated 
YOUGHIOGHENY 
Is Full of Heat, Contains Little Ash 
and Holds Fire Over Night 
Deliveries at your convenience 
We solicit your patronage 
The Queen Gity Coal Co.' 
Private Branch Exchange: West 1890 
J. A. REILLY 
Treasurer and Manager 
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS 
CHURNGOLD. 
WHEN BUTTER TASTES GOOD 
IT TASTES LIKE CHURNGOLD 
TRY A POUND AT YOUR 
DEALER'S 
SOLE CHURNERS 
·THE OHIO BUTTERINE CO. 
CINCfNNATI 
- ···=-================11 
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS 
• 
'· 
·i •••• THE .... 
Western and Southern 
Life · Insurance 
Co01pany 
CINCINNATI, ·oHIO . . 
W. J. WILLIAMS, Pres't . 
Home Office Building 
. Fourth and Broadway 
RATES LOW-EFFICIENT SERVICE-CLAIMS PAID PROMPTLY , 
Assets . . .· . ·. · 
Insurance in Force 
. $12,000,000 
$105,000,000 
. . . 
' 
B. H. KROGER, President 
LEO]. VAN LAHR, Vice-Pres't J. E . HODGE, Sec'y •and Treas. 
HARRY W.EHMER, Ass't Secretary and Treasurer 
JULIUS A. REIF, Ass't Secretary and Treasu.re'r .· 
L. H. BILL, Ass't Secretary and Treasure.r 
REPORT OF THE CONDITioN OF 
The Pr0vide0t·Savings Bank & Trust Co. 
* 
At Cincinnati, in the State of Ohio, at the close of business 
December 27, 1916 
~ESOURCES 
Loans on Rc;al Estate .. _..-~ ........ . ·: . •. , ........... $ 2,536,294.40 
Loans· on· Co1lateral .......... ·.................... 4,271,746.55 , 
Other Loans and Discounts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,118,173.03 
Municipal and. Other Bonds and Securities.... . ... 3,343,829.01 
Overdrafts • . ............ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 817.36 
Banking House and Lot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 794,835.69 
Safe and Vault . .. . .. . : ..... . . . ........... ; ....... 32,409.22 
Cash on Hand and Due from Banks and Bankers. . 2,008,368.54 
Total.. .. · ................... . . . .. . . : . .............. $14,106,473.80 
LIABILITIES 
Capital Stock Paid in .......... . . ... . .. .... .. .... . $ 1,400,000.00 
Surplus Fund ... ; ......... : .... . .- : ............ .. . 
Undivided Profits . . .. . . . . . ... ... .. .. .... . .. .. . . . . 
Premium on Bonds ... . ... . ......... : .. ... . .. · . ... . 
Dividends Unpaid ......... .. ..... . ............. . . 
Reserve for Taxes .... . . ............ . ... . ......... . 
Reserve for Interest. .• . .. ... . . . .. . ... . . .. . ....... 








Total ......... . ............ . ............... . ...... $14,106,473.80 
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL DEPOSITS 
October, 1902 .•. •. •.•..• . 994,019.40 November, 1906 ... • .... $2,289,669.61 
November, 1910 ..••.... 5,348,315.IJl September, 1914 ....•.•• ·8,271,408.40 
September, 1915 • • ••.•.• 8,547,970.57 September, 1916 .•..••.. 10,347,449.58 
December, 1916 ............. . $11,102,425.28 
